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ABSTRACT 

The original idea of this electronic product evaluation and recovery management 

system ("SYSTEM") comes from three previous done projects. The SYSTEM covers all 

the end-of-life stages in an electronic product's life cycle. The primary parts of this 

SYSTEM include a front-end user-interface, five functional modules, a core PMM 

module and back-end databases. The SYSTEM can be applied in various industrial 

environments as EOL processing guidelines or product design and evaluation reference. 

The system model design was implemented using an object-oriented (00) modeling 

approach. The 0 0 modeling of the SYSTEM is given out step by step in this thesis. All 

components and functions of important modules are presented in detail. A brief 

evaluation of the system model is included. 

The system implementation was completed using Java, XML, and web-based tools 

in 2001. It is now running on a Windows 2000 server in the Advanced Manufacturing 

Lab that can be accessed through Internet. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

This thesis describes the system model design process of a web-based electronic 

product End-Of-Life (EOL) evaluation and recovery management system ("SYSTEM"). 

The original idea comes from several previously done projects in the Advanced 

Manufacturing Lab: Phone Recycling Model, Pantex Model and PCR Model. The main 

task of this system is to integrate and expand the functions in those previous projects. The 

final product is an All-in-One system that can be used in real industry. It covers all the 

end-of-life stages of an electronic product. The data and reports generated by the system 

can be used to evaluate a disassembly/recycling process. The analysis results from the 

system can also be used in product design stage as design-support reference. 

There are several functional modules in this system. Each one focuses on a specific 

function or function group: the disassembly module provides the disassembly process 

planning and analysis; the recycling module completes component classification and 

estimates recoverable materials; the material assessment module calculates the recovery-

rate of materials and other related factors, such as, hazardous material weight; the 

environmental impact assessment module calculates the product's eco-indicator, provides 

hazardous material information, and gives EPA regulations for hazardous materials; the 

product evaluation module generates a product evaluation score based on factors gotten 

from other four modules. All these 5 modules interact through a Product and Material 

Management module (PMM), which maintains the related databases and controls the data 

exchange between any two different modules. 

The supposed user groups for this system include the original equipment 

manufacturers (OEM), recyclers and the design engineers in electronic products 

manufacturing enterprises. It can be used as EOL processing instruction, design reference 

or product evaluation tool. 

The design is done using the object modeling technique (OMT). Object-oriented 

system architecture consists of three orthogonal models: object model, dynamic model 



and functional model. Each kind of model describes the system from a specific viewpoint. 

The OMT is applied because its high ability to represent the real world and the 

encapsulated structure of objects. It will greatly reduce the workload in developing stage 

with an object-oriented language, which is not a must for an object-oriented model. The 

process of system modeling is implemented with the modeling software Rational Rose. 

In the thesis, all the processes in system design stage will be described in detail, 

including the creation of all the object-oriented models for all modules, and the important 

diagrams. The software platforms of this SYSTEM are a web server and a database 

server. The implementation of these functional modules on a special platform is also 

discussed in the thesis. The control flow and information flow for each main function in 

each module are provided. 

The SYSTEM is open, which means interfaces have been constructed for future 

modules or functions. These future improvements can be seamlessly integrated to this 

system when they are ready. And all updates in a module will have no influence on the 

other modules. 

1.1 Background 

In the past 10 years, the electronic manufacturing and information technology 

experienced a boosting of development and improvement. More electronic and IT related 

products have been thrown to the market than ever. In 1992, the number of Personal 

Computer (PC) shipments in the United States was about 11.5 million. The number 

increased to about 49 million in 2000. At the same time, the fast developments in 

technical fields make the normal life cycle for many products, such as, computers, 

printers, and TVs, to be shortened dramatically. A mainstream PC life span was 4.5 

years in 1992, but in 2000 the average life span for a mainstream PC was only 2 years. 

These two facts cause more and more electronic products come to their End-of-life (EOL) 

stage. In the United States, scrap computers are discarded at the rate of 10 million per 

year. In Germany, about 900 million electronic products are in use and 1.2-1.5 million 



tons of electronic scraps are generated every year. Also in Taiwan, about 400,000 Color-

TV scraps and 300,000 personal computers scraps are generated every year. 

Currently, there are three main ways for treating the EOL electronic products: 

storage, recycle (including reuse, recover and remanufacturing), and landfill. Storage is in 

fact a temporarily solution. The stockpiled EOL products are usually recycled or sent to 

landfill when the store space is needed for another use. Sending discarded PCs to a 

landfill was the most widely used solution in the early 1990s. A good quantified example 

was presented in a 1991 CMU study. In the 1991 PC disposal model, 89% of obsolete 

PCs in the United States were finally landfilled. Only 11% of them were recycled or 

reused. Things changed a lot in the past decade. A lot of recycling firms were created in 

the United States. These firms are doing both recycling and reusing. Some of these firms 

"reuse" the obsolete electronic products, especially PCs, by doing slight modification to 

these obsolete products and provide them to school, non-profit and charities. Other 

recycling firms are doing real recycling business by processing the products to extract 

values from components or high value materials. In 1997, the CMU PC disposal model 

was updated. This time the total amount of obsolete PCs that were reused or recycled 

directly or indirectly amounted to about 60%. In the future, more and more obsolete 

electronic products will go to recycling/reusing. The percentage of landfill processing 

will become smaller and smaller in the future. 

The benefits of choosing recycling instead of sending end-of-life electronic 

equipments to the landfill for disposal lie in two fields: finance and environment. 

Recovered materials reduce the cost for manufacturing companies. These materials 

include the high value metal materials, such as copper, gold and other precious metals, 

and also those scarce materials, for example, tantalum. At the same time, the reduction of 

those parts and components which are going to be landfilled also save the companies' a 

rising landfill cost. As to the environmental issue, not only the recovered materials help 

the reservation for many natural resources, both the precious resources and those scarce 

resources; but also the reduced landfill saves more land areas, especially in developed 

countries where the land resource is becoming more and more valuable now. Another 



environmental issue is the toxic or hazardous materials. The direct landfill of those 

products containing the toxic or hazardous materials will pollute the external 

environment. In many recycling firms these materials are treated specially to avoid the 

harmful environmental impact. 

1.2 Previous projects 

Recently, the Advanced Manufacturing Lab is focusing on environmental conscious 

manufacturing/demanufacturing topics, especially on end-of-life electronic product 

processing. Before the development of this SYSTEM (Nov. 2000), three projects related 

to the EOL product processing had been done: Pantex Model, Phone Recycling Model 

and PCR Model: 

1.2.1 Pantex Model 

This model was developed in 1998. The core part of this model is a multi-objective 

decision making engine, which generates a recycling plan based on three factors: cost, 

material recovery, and environmental impact. 

The input of Pantex model is very simple, which helps the model to be independent. 

The dismantled parts are first put into component bins. After pre-treatment all the parts 

go to specific recycling bins. The decision-making engine chooses recycling methods for 

each recycling bin and then generates the whole recycling plan. Some artificial 

intelligence approaches are included in the refined model what is named a Proactive 

Material Management model. 

1.2.2 PCR Model 

The disassembly model for PC recycling was developed in 1998. The main function 

of this model is to provide efficient recycling strategies evaluation, recycling cost 

calculation, environmental impact indication and design support for personal computers. 

A prototype of disassemble-tree was presented in this model. A graph search method was 

used to identify the optimal disassemble and recycling strategy. 



The main focus of the PCR model was on the disassembly process of EOL PCs. It 

contributes the original idea of disassembly part in the SYSTEM. 

1.2.3 Phone Recycling Model 

The phone recycling model inherits the main idea of Pantex model. It is specialized 

on consumer electronic products' recycling. The component bins are also included in this 

model but the recycling bins are replaced by the material bins. Pre-treatment (usually 

shredding) is done during the transferring process of the items between the two kinds of 

bins. A specific recycling method is selected for each material bin. Components and 

materials which can be resold or remanufactured are usually exempted before they go to 

material bin. A more detailed recycling report which includes profit analysis, material 

recovery information, environmental impact, reprocessing facility and landfill 

information is generated as output. 

These three models cover the main parts of the EOL processing, which are also the 

main parts in the SYSTEM. The architectures, methods, control flows and algorithms in 

these models compose the strong theory and implementation knowledge source for the 

new SYSTEM development. 

1.3 Project objective 

Today, not only the recycling firms, but also many manufacturing companies are 

doing end-of-life electronic products processing. An ideal EOL solution should have the 

highest recovery rate, generate the lowest impact to the external envirormient, produce 

the most profit, and consume the least resources. Such a solution is ver>' hard to find, and 

most times does not even exist. These four factors can be used as the criteria when 

designing or evaluating a process solution. The objective of developing this SYSTEM is 

to build a tool that can be used to design and evaluate a solution using these factors, both 

qualitatively and quantitatively. This SYSTEM should cover all the EOL stages and 

provide the user a way to generate a complete or partial processing plan, supervise the 

logistics and operations of the plan, and quantitatively analyze it. In other words, this 



SYSTEM should integrate the functions in the three previous projects and add some other 

functional modules to make an all-in-one package, so that it can be applied vddely in 

different industrial environments. 

1.3.1 Project functions 

A product life cycle consists of product conceptual design, detail design, product 

evaluation, part manufacturing, assembly, use, disassembly, recycling and disposal is 

shown in Figure 1.1. 

Conceptual 
Design 

Detail 
Design 

Product 
Evaluation 

I 
P art M anufactufing 

A Web-based Electronic Product Evaluation 
and Recovery Management System 

Assembly 

T " 

Disposal 

^mumiy 

Recycling ^ Disassembly Use 

Figure 1.1 Product life cycle and the SYSTEM context 

According to above product life cycle, the EOL solution should include 

disassembly, recycling and disposal stages. Material assessment and environmental 

impact assessment should also be included to evaluate a solution. Thus the SYSTEM is 

divided into six functional sub-systems: product disassembly, product recycling, material 

assessment, environmental impact assessment, product (EOL) evaluation, and product 

and material information management (PMM). The PMM sub-system serves as the data 

and information center. 



1.3.2 Svstem potential user 

Two kinds of potential users of this SYSTEM are considered before design: 

1.3.2.1 Recyclers 

Here recyclers refer to the companies that are focusing on electronic products' 

recycling and the recycling department of those original equipments manufacturers 

(OEM) that need to take back the end-of-life products originally created by them. For the 

recycling companies, this SYSTEM can be used to calculate the cost and profit 

information for a defined recycling process, or to evaluate several processing solution 

and make the decision by choosing the one that has the best combination of the important 

criteria. For the OEM companies, the SYSTEM can be used to guide the recovery of the 

components or materials that are re-usable in future manufacturing. Today, the "take-

back" policy is implemented in many countries, especially the countries in the European 

Union. Thus for these manufacturing companies, the first priority is to recover/reuse the 

obsolete products as many as possible. 

1.3.2.2 Designers 

By analyzing the end-of-life properties of the obsolete products, the product 

designers in OEM companies can get good improvement points for future design tasks. 

For example, by comparing the material recycling rates, the designers can replace the 

low-recoverable materials with high-recoverable materials. On the other hand, the 

components or materials that generate heavy pollutants should be removed from the 

design of future products. This is an important approach of the Design For the 

Environment (DFE) principle. 

1.4 Problem statement 

The main challenge of this SYSTEM design is how to make it really applicable in 

real industry environment. To reach this goal several problems need to be considered. 

• How to abstract the real world entities, operations and relationships? 



The first problem in the SYSTEM design is how to abstract the entities, operations 

and relationships in the real world and map them to the modules, objects, attributes, and 

methods in the SYSTEM model. There are many possible EOL electronic products: 

phone and mobile communication devices, personal computers, television and other AV 

equipments, and so on. Some products have relatively simple structure, but most of them 

are complex. The specific product status and specific recycler facility impact the 

individual processing solution greatly. Before designing the system, a general system 

domain should be extracted from the various real world scenarios. All possible operation 

steps and necessary information and data should be analyzed and categorized. What parts 

are general for all EOL solutions? What parts are just for specific solution(s)? What parts 

have strong relationships and should be grouped together to complete a specific function? 

What operation sequences are possible and should be included? The answers of these 

problems are preliminary information for system requirement analysis, which is the first 

step in system design. 

• What communication mechanism should be implemented? 

The communication problems include data communication and process 

communication. 

To realize the SYSTEM functions, a wide range of data resources is needed: the 

product structure and material composition data, the material properties data, the quote 

price data, etc. The data usually comes from different sources: the design and 

manufacturing database from OEMs, the history records and laboratory experiments, and 

from the third parties, such as EPA. All these data resources may have different formats 

and versions. Some are CAD/CAM data. Others may be relational database or specialized 

file. Some databases are frequently modified while others rarely need updating. Besides 

these external data sources, during the runtime there is a lot of system-generated data. 

The main problems lie in the data communication field, which includes how to integrate 

different data formats together and make them accessible to the SYSTEM, and how to 

keep these data and files up-to-date. Another problem is when new databases need to be 
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plugged into the existing system, what tasks are required, how to reduce these tasks via 

better design. 

As discussed before, in the final SYSTEM, there are several function modules. 

Each of them focuses on a specific function or function group. All modules are relatively 

independent: they can finish a group of tasks without interacting with other modules or 

only need little entry information from other modules. But since the whole EOL 

processing is just like a chain, the work done in one module will inevitably have 

influence on successive modules. Results from one module can be the input of another 

module. Almost every module needs to read information from external databases. Many 

user-interactions are also indispensable for system supervision and information exchange. 

Finding a good communication mechanism is critical for keeping the SYSTEM highly 

efficient. Also this mechanism should not bring extra developing workload or consume a 

lot of system resources (both hardware and software). 

• How to realize the automation/semi-automation? 

The SYSTEM is complete. It covers all the EOL stages of all electronic products. 

But for a specific user, he may only interest in one or two functional module. For 

example, some recyclers may not care the disassembling process, what they want to 

know is the outputs from the recycling process. Sometimes although the user runs all the 

modules, he does not want to input anything for some modules. These facts bring the 

automation problems. In the first situation the SYSTEM must have the ability to 

automatically run the preliminary modules that the user omits: a product carmot be 

recycled as a whole without disassembly, so even the user directly calls the recycling 

module, the disassembly should be run anyway. This should be transparent to the user. In 

the second situation, the SYSTEM must have the ability to handle all the modules 

without user intervention, which means all modules can be run with default configuration 

that no user input or decision is needed. How to realize these automation requirements is 

the key point to make the SYSTEM fiiendly and intelligent. 

• What should be done to make the SYSTEM adaptive and extensible? 



A good system should be adaptive to different industrial environments and 

extensible when new modules need to be plugged in. During the developing time typical 

products and scenarios should be considered and tested as much as possible. But it is 

impossible to test all situations that can happen in real industry. To make sure the 

SYSTEM can still be used v^thout problems in new environments enough interfaces and 

supervision tools should be available. In future when new modules are developed and can 

be plugged into the current SYSTEM, the plugging tasks should be easily implemented 

and the integration should be seamless. In other words, any system updating, including 

insertion, removing and modification of functional modules or data objects should be 

easy and have no notable influence on other parts of the SYSTEM. To realize this 

objective, the designer should have clear knowledge on the following questions: What 

kind of data or function can be added to the SYSTEM? Where are the possible insertion 

points? For possible modifications, what influence will be generated on each module? 

How to realize the interfaces for future improvements? 

Through the analysis of above problems, a qualified model for this SYSTEM 

should be composed of reasonable modules or functional units with proper size and 

quantity. It should have a good communication mechanism among different modules. It 

should also have the ability to easily adapt to new environments. The future 

modifications should/can be done without affecting existing modules. At last it should 

have the ability to work both under supervision and automatically. The advance object-

oriented modeling technology is a great tool to design such a system because of its 

inherent characteristics. A brief review of the EOL processing topics and object-oriented 

modeling technology is provided in Chapter 2. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 End-Of-Life processing of electronic products 

A general end-of-life product processing includes several steps: system collection 

and testing, disassembly and separation of components and scraps, recycling, and final 

disposal. 

• System collection and testing: The first step is collecting the same or similar EOL 

electronic products together and testing their usability. Two main factors 

determine the usability: age and mechanical condition. As the hardware and 

software developments are going faster and faster, the average life period of an 

electronic product, especially those IT equipments, is getting decreased 

dramatically. In early 1990s, a personal computer was used for about 5 years, but 

now a new computer goes obsolete in 2 years or even lesser. The "age " factor in 

determining the product usability should reflect these changes. For a system that 

is not outdated, if it is in good condition, or just need minor upgrades, such as 

adding memory, or updating software, it should be refurbished and then resold or 

donated. 

• Disassembly: If a product is outdated, in bad mechanical condition, or the cost for 

refurbishing outweighs the expecting resold price. It should go to the next step: 

disassembly, either manually or automatically. The main purpose for disassembly 

is to separate the assembled components. Usually these separated components are 

sorted by categories. Two kinds of components are treated particularly: the toxic 

or hazardous components and the components that can be reused or resold. 

• Recycling: After disassembly, those are toxic or harmful to external environment 

are disposed properly. Those can be reused or resold are sold directly, or 

delivered to the secondary recycler or third party. The remains are further 

recycled in either physical or chemical ways. Some common ways are shredding, 
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smelting, hydration, and pyrolysis. The purpose of recycling is extracting valuable 

materials that can be used for further manufacturing from the sorted components. 

• Final disposal: The slag and other remains left after the recycling processes need 

to be disposed finally. Some of them can be sold as filler or building materials. At 

most times they are landfilled or incinerated. 

2.1.1 Disassembly analysis 

To effectively disassemble an EOL product, three issues need to be addressed: (1) 

determining the termination of disassembly in optimal disassembly, (2) determining the 

disassembly sequence, and (3) providing disassembly time, cost, disassembly difficulty 

rate, and component information. 

Many researchers have focused their attention on disassembly sequence analysis. 

The underlying assumption is that EOL products should be disassembled to the fullest 

extent that is possible. This assumption is not practical in many cases due to the high cost 

of disassembly. It is very important to find the termination for disassembly where the 

benefit of recycling is maximized and the cost is minimized. The consideration of 

disassembly sequence should be taken only after such a termination point has been found. 

The key of disassembling EOL products depends on planning of disassembly 

processes. Disassembly planning is based on a disassembly tree analysis. To develop a 

disassembly tree, product assembly information is needed. After carefully considering 

existing assembly models and the difference between assembly and disassembly, a graph-

based approach is proposed to systematically identify the termination of disassembly, the 

sequence of disassembly, and the tools and equipment needed for the disassembly. 

A disassembly tree is a group of possible disassembly sequences. The disassembly 

relationships among the components of an EOL electronic product include component-

fastener relationships and precedence relationships. Therefore, two types of graphs are 

needed in order to fully represent the relationships among the components of an EOL 

product, namely, component-fastener relationship graph and precedence relationship 

graph. 
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The component-fastener relationship graph represents the component-fastener 

relationships among a product. A component is a constituent part of a product. Fasteners 

are used to attach one component to another for the purpose of assembly. Examples of 

fasteners include screws, rivets, inserts, etc. In a component-fastener graph 0^ = (V, E). 

The components are represented as the vertices V= {vj,v2,...,Vj^}, where n is the number 

of components. Their relationships are represented as the edges E = {ej, e2,—, e^n)^ 

where m is the number of edges. If two components v/ and vy (/ ^j) are jointed by 

fasteners, then (v/, v̂ -) e E; otherwise (v/, vj) ^ E. The graph G^ is an undirected graph. 

Vertices and edges in graph GQ are modeled using object-oriented techniques. W^le the 

object vertex consists of component information including its name, weight, material 

type, etc., the object edge consists of fastener information including the number of 

fasteners, fastener type, etc. For example, the following figure (Fig. 2.1) shows a 

partially disassembled PC. Its corresponding component-fastener graph is shown in 

Figure 2.2. 
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Floppy Drive 
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Figure 2.1 A partially disassembled PC 
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Figure 2.2 Component-fastener graph for the assembly shown in Figure 2.1 

The precedence relationship graph represents the precedence relationship among the 

components of a product; namely, a component cannot be disassembled before certain 

other components. A precedence graph Gp = (V, E) is a. directed graph. The components 

are represented as the vertices V= {vj, V2,..., v„}, where n is the number of components. 

Their precedence relationships are represented as the edges E= {ej, e2,..., Cfyi), where m 

is the number of edges. If component v/ cannot be disassembled before component vj (i ^ 

j), there must have (v/, vj) G E; otherwise (v/, vj) ^ E. Figure 2.3 shows the precedence 

relationship graph for the partially disassembled PC shown in Figure 2.1. 

0 

Figure 2.3 Precedence relationship graph for the assembly shown in Figure 2.1 
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In order to perform disassembly analysis of an EOL product, a disassembly tree is 

constructed based on the component-fastener graph and the precedence graph. A 

disassembly tree consists of vertices (nodes) and edges (links). A vertex represents an 

assembly, a sub-assembly, or a component and contains information such as its name, 

material type, weight/volume, and number of child components. A vertex is decomposed 

into child vertices representing its child sub-assemblies or components. An edge, linking 

a child vertex with its parent vertex, indicates the disassembly relationship between a 

sub-assembly (or component) and its parent assembly (or sub-assembly) and contains 

information such as its ID and number of fasteners. A fastener contains information such 

as its name, disassembly method and tool. 

The disassembly tree is constructed based on modularity analysis. The whole EOL 

product is represented as a root vertex. Modularity analysis of the product starts with 

searching for cut-vertices in the component-fastener graph of the parent vertex. A cut-

vertex is defined as a vertex whose removal disconnects the graph. If a cut-vertex is 

found, the graph is split into two or more sub-graphs. Each sub-graph represents a 

module. These modules are the child vertices of the parent vertex. The fasteners that need 

to be removed in order to obtain a child vertex (a module) are embedded in the edge 

connecting the child vertex with its parent. For each of these modules, the same 

procedure is applied until no cut-vertices can be found. By doing this, a pseudo-

disassembly tree is generated. Figure 2.4 shows the pseudo-disassembly tree for the 

partially disassembled PC shown in Figure 2.1. It is not yet a complete disassembly tree 

because the precedence relationships have not been considered. 

The fmal disassembly tree is constructed based on the pseudo-disassembly tree and 

the precedence graph of the EOL product. Referring to the precedence graph shown in 

Figure 2.3, one can see that component 3 (system board) cannot be disassembled before 

components 2 (drive case), 4 (floppy/printer board), 5 (hard disk controller board), and 6 

(video board) are disassembled. In the pseudo-disassembly tree, component 2 is at a 

higher level of the tree but components 4, 5, and 6 are at the same level as component 3. 

Therefore, components 4, 5, 6 must be disassembled first. The pseudo-disassembly tree is 
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modified as shown in Figure 2.5, which is the final disassembly tree. Once the 

disassembly tree is constructed, disassembly analysis of the EOL product can be 

performed. 

© 
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Figure 2.4 Pseudo-disassembly tree for the assembly shown in Figure 2.1 
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Figure 2.5 Final disassembly tree for the assembly shown in Figure 2.1 
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The last thing needed to be considered about disassembly is the termination of 

optimal disassembly that is based on the issue of cost and profit. Three types of costs and 

one type of profit should be addressed: (1) disassembly cost, (2) material reprocessing 

cost, (3) disposal cost, and (4) salvage profit. Disassembly cost is the labor and tooling 

cost to disassemble an EOL product. Material reprocessing cost is the cost of recycling. 

Disposal cost includes transportation fee and landfill cost. Salvage profit is the profit 

gained by means of component reuse or recycling. The cost model for determining the 

termination of disassembly is shown in Figure 2.6. The total cost is calculated as the sum 

of disassembly cost, material reprocessing cost, disposal cost, and salvage profit. The 

lowest point of the curve (/) representing the total cost determines the termination of 

disassembly where the cost is minimized, in other words, the benefit of disassembly is 

optimized. 

Cost 

Profit 

f=f,*f,^f,^U 
t Total cost 

f,: Disassembly cost 

i^ : Material reprocessing cost 

f^: Disposal cost 

f^: Salvage profit 

• 100% 

Vo of Disassembly 

Figure 2.6 Optimal disassembly termination analysis 

2.1.2 Recycling analysis 

Product recycling completes component classification and the estimation of 

recoverable materials. It provides recycling methods and recycler information. Product 

recycling calculates material recycling cost and profit. According to different recycling 

strategies, product recycling provides product recycling ability score for product 

evaluation. 
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In order to perform product recovery profitably and according to applicable laws 

and regulations, a complete recovery structure of EOL electronic products is presented in 

Figure 2.7, which is originally developed in the phone-recycling model. It includes 

product classification, component pre-sorting, disassembly, shredding, and disposal. 

EOL electronic products come from service centers, shop floors or offices. With a 

view of a general classification of the incoming products, products are classified into six 

different bins: Computers, Telephones, Communication Equipment, Stereo/AudioA^ideo, 

Appliances, and Miscellaneous. After pre-sorting, six kinds of scrap bins are generated as 

shown in the figure. They are tested to determine their usability by primary recyclers, 

secondary recyclers, or third-party organizations. If the labor and upgrade costs to 

refurbish a system outweigh the expected selling price of an intact system, the product is 

disassembled. Once the useful and hazardous parts are removed from the product, it can 

be broken down further into components. 

It is obviously not realistic to generate a recycling plan for every single dismantled 

component from EOL electronic products. Thus, the dismantled components are grouped 

into various component bins for printed circuit boards (PCBs), plastics, ferrous metal 

frames, nonferrous metals, glass/CRT, batteries, and others. Component bins facilitate 

further recycling or treatment plans. After all dismantled components are grouped into 

various component bins, the next step is to treat these component bins such as by 

shredding or other separation methods to roughly separate different materials. The 

material bins take the output of the shredding and separation operation from the 

component bins. The resulting materials are sold to manufacturers or disposed in a 

landfill or incinerator. 

Product recycling calculates material recycling cost and profit by the following 

formulas: 

Cost = DC + IC + RPC + TC 

DC the cost to disassemble modules and components 

IC the total inspection costs 

RPC the processing cost to recover materials 
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TC the transportation cost. 

The formula set for recycling profit is shown as following: 

Profit = QPxWt -[DC + IC + RPC + TC] 

QP the quote price in the market 

Wt the weight of material recovered 

DC the disassembly cost 

IC the inspection cost 

RPC the recovery processing cost 

TC the transportation cost. 

2.1.3 Environmental impact assessment 

Every product has an impact on the environment. Raw materials have to be 

extracted, and the product is manufactured, distributed and packaged. Ultimately it must 

be disposed. To determine the total environmental impact of products, LCA method can 

provide a solution if a decision must be made between design alternatives and different 

components or materials. 

LCA is a process for assessing and evaluating the environmental, occupational 

health and resource consequences of a product through all phases of its life cycle. LCA 

examines and quantifies the energy and materials that are used and wasted and assesses 

the impact of the product on the environment. LCA usually facilitates the systematic 

collection, analysis and presentation of environmentally related data. 

However, a designer wishing to use LCA in the design process is facing two major 

problems currently: (1) LCA result is difficult to interpret. It is possible for LCA to 

determine the contribution of a product life cycle to the greenhouse effect, acidification 

and other environmental problems, while the total environmental impact remains 

unknovm. The reason is the lack of mutual weighting of the environmental effects. (2) In 

general the careful collection of all the environmental data in a product life cycle is 

complex, expensive and time consuming. As a result, extensive LCA caimot usually be 

carried out during a design process. 
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Figure 2.7 Recovery structures of EOL electronic products 
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The Eco-indicator'99 was developed to provide a tool to measure the 

environmental impact of a material or process. In Eco-indicator'99 method, the LCA 

method has been expanded to include a weighting method. The eco-indicator of a 

material or process is a number that indicates the environmental impact of a material or 

process, based on the data from LCA. 

For the application of the Eco-indicator'99, a designer must list the amounts of 

materials, energy and processes that occur during the life cycle of a product, then look up 

the eco-indicator scores for these materials and processes, and multiply the amounts with 

the corresponding eco-indicator score. When this is done one can analyze which 

processes contribute most to the overall effects. 

2.2 General system design steps 

Typical system development processes usually include four steps: conceptualization, 

analysis, design, and implementation. 

• Conceptualization. Conceive an application and formulate tentative requirements. 

The output for this step is the answer to several questions: 

o Who will be the user of the system? 

o What is the main task the system will do? 

o Where will it be used? 

o When is it needed? 

o Why is it needed? 

o How will it work? 

• Analysis: The purpose of analysis is to understand the problem requirements 

thoroughly and construct models of the real world. During analysis the developer 

describes what must be done, not how it should be done. The models created 

during this step provide the basis for subsequent design and implementation. 

• Design: The design process includes two stages: the high-level design and the 

detailed design. In the high-level design the developer establishes the system 

architecture, policies and specifications to guide the detailed design. The detailed 
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design is the step to augment and transform the real-world analysis model and the 

high-level system architecture into a form that can be directiy used in 

implementation process. 

• Implementation: Based on the detailed models provided in design process, the 

programming code is generated in this step. The developer has to integrate the 

current hardware, operating system, and other configuration information into the 

system design. Usually for each different operating system, the implementation 

will have slightly difference; for some special modules, the difference may be 

serious. 

In a specific developing process, sometimes it is difficult to separate the four steps 

clearly; and there are always requirements to go back to a previous step for modifications 

and then back to current step. A general principle is that the earlier the modification is 

made, the lesser cost vdll be paid on these changes. 

2.3 Object-oriented Modeling Technology (OMT) 

2.3.1 Characteristics of OMT 

Object-oriented modeling method is a systematic way to understand and build 

software applications. As a METHOD, it includes these components: 

• A set of modeling concepts for presenting a problem and its solution in a technical 

way, usually the specific terms will be used to interpret the problem and solution 

from daily language. 

• A set of views and notations for presenting the model, so the designer can easily 

see it, check it and update it. These views and notations are usually graphs with 

comments. A whole system model can contain many graphs, each for a specific 

module or function. 

• A step-by-step iterative development process for building the models and 

implementing them. In OMT, usually it is done in a top-down approach: first the 

top-level system architecture is defined, then the designer works on each module 

in detail, finally every low-level function and object are created. 
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OMT is a method that abstracts of the real world. In the real world there are full of 

different kinds of objects: people, computers, cars... are all objects. Each object has some 

specific properties, for example, the name, height and weight are the specific properties 

of a person. There are lots of relationships between two different objects or among three 

or more objects; for example, a person goes into a room. Here the two objects "person" 

and "room" are connected by the relationship "goes into". Besides these, when an object 

is doing a job or acting a function, there is always a pre-defined acting sequence. For 

example, when a person goes into a room, he should repeat moving his two legs until he 

gets to his destination. 

According to the object entities, relationships among objects and specific activities 

performed by an object or objects, in OMT there are three different models 

correspondingly: object model, dynamic model and functional model. 

2.3.1.1 Object Model 

Object model is the core of an 0 0 model. It defines the static system structure: its 

contents and their associations. In another word it defines how many classes and objects 

are inside the system and what relationships are there among them. The relationships 

include in this model is also "static" which will not change during runtime. 

There are two kinds of diagrams for object model: class diagrams shoving generic 

description of possible system and object diagrams showing particular instantiations of 

the system. Usually class diagrams are applied but sometimes object diagrams are needed 

when illustrating complicated data structures or message-passing structures. 

2.3.1.2 Dynamic Model 

The dynamic model describes the runtime evolution of the objects inside a system 

when they response to interactions with other objects inside or outside the system. The 

dynamic relationships among objects are defined here. The model is constructed using 

state diagrams. Each class or object inside the system has one or many states. Most 

objects stay in their original state when a specific change happens, but some of them will 
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interact with each other and do some state modifications. For each class with significant 

dynamic behavior, there is one state diagram. All the interacting state diagrams constitute 

the dynamic model. 

A state diagram is general and describes all possible runtime events. To present the 

interactions and state changes during a single execution of a system, a scenario can be 

used. The most popular scenario is an event trace diagram that shows the interactions 

among a set of objects in temporal order. Just like each object is an instance of a class, 

each scenario is an instance of a state diagram. 

In some small or simple systems the dynamic model may not be very important, but 

when building a complex system, the dynamic model is a must help for the developers 

and users to understand the system behaviors 

2.3.1.3 Functional Model 

The functional model describes the operation process in a system. In particular how 

an operation will affect the values or status of the objects in the system. This kind of 

operations can be considered from two levels: context level and implementation level. In 

the first one the operation or function is considered as a black box: the designers only 

need to know when given specific operation is executed, what will be outputted or 

modified in the system. This one is always used in the design stage when the designers 

want to describe the system status before and after the operation. The second one -

implementation level is an internal one from which the designers can clearly see how the 

operation is separated into small pieces and runs step by step. This one must be done 

before actual coding so that the code qualities can be fully controlled. 

The content in a functional model includes use cases, operation descriptions, object 

interaction diagrams and pseudo-code designs. The operation description is a pure text 

black box, which includes the inputs, outputs, as well as impacts on system, 

preconditions and postconditions. The object interaction diagram is the internal 

description of the operation and the pseudo-code design is its text version. 
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2.3.2 Why using OMT in the system design? 

The traditional software modeling is procedure-oriented, the backbone of the model 

is the control flow: where is the entry; where to go; at a given intersection, which branch 

to select. The model will cover all the possible scenarios in the system. When a system 

getting more and more complicated, it is very hard to put all possible situations in the 

model. And more, each part of the model presents a specific operation in the system; so 

every time a new project starts, it is almost impossible for the designer to reuse anything 

in previous models. The object-oriented approach is a good replacement for the old 

procedure oriented approach because of these benefits: 

• Reduced design time and cost 

Since in an 0 0 model, the unit is a class or object, next time when a same class or 

model is applied in a new project, the designer can just reuse the parts in previous designs. 

Furthermore, the designers can use others' designs from public class libraries. This 

feature dramatically reduces the design time and cost. 

• Easy understanding and communication 

An 0 0 model is a representation of the real world; the objects and concepts in it are 

very easy to understand even to a new comer in the project. Usually a system is split into 

small functional parts and each of them can be designed by different designers so that 

they can work at the same time. The outputs of different parts can be integrated together 

without any problem. 

• Easy modification and expanding 

Because of the encapsulation property of object-oriented technology, the 

modifications or updates in one object v^U not impact other parts in the system. Also a 

new plug-in or functional extension is very easy to implement without knowing many 

details of the whole system. From this point of view, an 0 0 model is a real open model. 

• Good protection and traceability 

Each object in the model is a black box to other objects; other objects cannot access 

the private attributes and functions of this object unless the object permits this. This 

feature is very helpful for the data integrality. When an error occurs during the runtime. 
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the private data will not be modified and deleted illegally. Once this kind of error 

happens, the developers can easily trace to its source and only change the related parts; 

nothing else needs to be debugged. 

2.3.3 Basic Object-oriented modeling process of system design 

Based on the general system development process, a typical Object-oriented 

modeling process includes the following steps: 

• Conceptualization, 

• Analysis, 

• Design (High-level design and detailed design). 

Considering the modeling process as a black box, the input is the user requirements 

and the output is a complete model set that can be used directly in program coding stage. 

• Above is the usual steps of OMT system design, there are many chances when the 

designer need to go back to a previous step, especially the analysis stage. This kind of 

iteration usually occurs many times during a complex system developing. That is why the 

designer should do his best to understand the final users' requirements. The more done in 

the first steps, the less iteration will be involved later. 

2.3.4 OMT applications 

The OMT was first built as a software development approach that replaces the 

traditional structured analysis and design approaches. Because of its strong stress on 

object models and the power of achieving real-world abstraction, the approach soon 

prevailed in almost every industry field having software-developing demands. 

A project focusing on the transition from traditional software development method 

to object-oriented approach is initiated by Siemens PSE, a major Austrian software 

development organization. A case study was done on a specific configuration 

management system, which is previously developed using traditional non-00 methods. It 

was re-developed using 0 0 methods, which include the OMT system design and 

following 0 0 implementation. The results from two developments were compared. The 
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analysis on the similarities and differences between the 0 0 approach and traditional non 

0 0 approach reveals the following facts: (1) the 0 0 approach can fully realize the 

functions in the traditional one; (2) the efforts put in analysis was higher than in non 0 0 

approach, but it proved useful as there was a smooth transition from analysis to design 

and from design to implementation; (3) the object classes of the design can be easily 

mapped into the object classes in implementation. The application framework proved 

highly reusable and easily customizable; (4) the 0 0 model proved stable against major 

changes in the system's requirements. It is believed that the 0 0 approach is suitable for 

applications with evolving requirements. 

The next application example is the integration and coordination of business 

processes in an enterprise, which is presented by Ameya W. Warty in 2000. It is a three-

projects set. The first one "Object-Oriented modeling for enterprise-level Concurrent 

Engineering" provides a fundamental framework for shifting from structured type 

traditional methods to an object technology. The second one entitled "A DSS approach to 

developing systems to support production planning and control in smaller companies" 

uses a hybrid relational database/ object-oriented modeling approach along with 'bill of 

production' for each item to model dynamic environment. The third one entitled 

"Implementation of an object oriented tool for the simulation of manufacturing systems 

and its application to study the effect of flexibility" describes an object oriented simulator 

tool used for modeling flexible manufacturing systems. The object-oriented modeling 

introduced in these three projects facilitates continuous reconfiguration of the system. It 

improves final process design and promotes consistency. It serves as a potent tool with 

concepts like reusability, encapsulation, information binding and inheritance. 

Another OMT application entitled "Object-oriented modeling for the integrated 

process planning and production scheduling system" was presented by Daguang Zhang in 

1998. The research employs the object-oriented modeling technology and tools to 

implement a hierarchical-interactive process planning (HIPP) and production scheduling 

functions through a stepwise integration advancement. It is the very first object-oriented 
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model for the integrated process planning and production scheduling system. It fully 

utilizes the advantages of 0 0 approach. 

It is clear from the introduction of above applications that OMT is no-doubt the 

advance technology for today's system design and development. With ample study and 

analysis on system requirement, an object-oriented model can make the future implement 

tasks easy and smooth. Also when the system needs evolvement, a good designed model 

can make the progress relatively simple. 

2.3.5 OMT notations 

Rational Rose evaluation edition is the software tool used in the creation of the 

model. In the three notation systems the standard OMT notation is chosen. It is 

functionally equal to the other two: Booch and Unified. Here is the description for some 

notations and symbols used in OMT. 

Classes: 

GassName 

GassName 

attribute 

attribute: data_type 

attribute: data_iype = iiuti«l_VBlue 

operation 
operation (arg;_]ist) : retuni_iype 

Figure 2.8 OMT notation: Classes 
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Instances: 

(Oass Name) 

(Class Name) 

attribute name = value 

Figure 2.9 OMT notation: Instances 

Classes and instances (Figure 2.8 and 2.9) are the most important entities in the 

object-oriented model. Links and associations are used to represent the relationships 

between entities (Figure 2.10): 

Exactly one 

Many (zero or more) 

1+ 

1-2,4 

Class 

Class 

Class 

Class 

Class 

Optional (zero or one) 

One or more 

Specified by the number 

Figure 2.10 OMT notation: Links and associations 

The comments and numbers written near one node describe the link property for 

this node. Some times a link can have some attributes by itself, thus a special link 

attribute symbol is used (Figure 2.11): 
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Link Attribute 

C l a s s - 1 
Associaation Ncerrvz 

C l a s s - 2 

link attxibute 

Figure 2.11 OMT notation: Link attribute 

Some structures such as aggregation and inheritance use unique link symbols to 

represent themselves. These specific symbols will be explained when they are met in the 

detail design part. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SYSTEM REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS 

This chapter provides the system requirement analysis for each functional module. 

The detail responsibility and data 10 (input and output) of each module is listed as the 

guideline for actual developing. 

3.1 Product disassembly 

This functional module focuses on the disassembly analysis for EOL electronic 

products. It receives the product name from user-input and then require related product 

data from PMM module. The data it requires include product tree information, product 

disassemble tree information. Although the disassemble tree generation is a function of 

disassembly subsystem, it is included in PMM module because it's product based but the 

system operation is project based. 

Product disassembly provides different disassembly strategies: complete 

disassembly, target disassembly and optimal disassembly. A complete disassembly is the 

default disassembly strategy for EOL products. The disassembly will end only when 

every part and component is disassembled and there is no further disassembly available. 

When using target disassembly user must input the targets that can be reused or 

remanufactured or just treated separately. The disassembly process will skip forward 

when get to these parts. As to other non-target parts, the default complete disassembly 

will be applied. The optimal disassembly is used when user want to get most benefits 

from the process and cost least for the process. A recursion algorithm is applied to 

generate an optimal solution here. 

The output of disassembly is a complete disassembly report that includes 3 parts: 

the disassembly sequence, the disassembled components list and related disassembly 

parameters such as disassembly time, cost, and difficulty rate. This result report will also 

be stored in the system database for later use. 
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3.2 Product Recycling 

Product recyclmg module completes component classification and the estimation of 

recoverable materials; provides recycling methods and recycler information; calculates 

material recycling cost and profit; and according to different recycling strategies, it 

provides product recycling ability score for product evaluation. 

After disassembly, the EOL product has been dismantled into components and 

stored in different component bins, such as printed circuit boards (PCBs), plastics, 

ferrous metal frames, nonferrous metals, glass/CRT, batteries, and others. Component 

bins facilitate further recycling or treatment plans. Some components can be reused or 

remanufactured will be processed first. The next step is to treat left component bins such 

as by shredding or other separation methods to roughly separate different materials. The 

material bins take the output of the shredding and separation operation from the 

component bins. The resulting materials are sold to manufacturers or disposed in a 

landfill or incinerator. 

There are totally 5 different recycling methods: 

1. Reuse, 

2. Remanufacturing, 

3. Landfill, 

4. Incineration, 

5. Recovery. 

When the recycling method for a component or material is reuse, remanufacturing, 

landfill or incineration, the module will choose a recycler from a list to maximize the 

recycling profit for the component or material. The recycler and quote information is 

stored in system database and can be updated or modified by user. 

When the selected recycling method is recovery, things become a little bit complex. 

Different component bins have different recoverable materials, and the quote for each 

kind of material is different from various recyclers. Even for the same material, a recycler 

will give our different quote when it is recovered from different component bins. A 
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calculation is run here to get a maximized profit/weight for all the materials in each bin. 

The recycler will be chosen based on this calculation. 

In the output report, these contents are included: 

a. Profit analysis: The profit for each recycled component or material is 

given out. Also the buyer's information and total profit is provided. 

b. Base Material Recovery: The recovered base material information is given 

our sorted by category. 

c. Reprocessing Facility: Vendors' information, location, transportation cost 

and quote price is listed in this partition. 

d. Landfill Incidence: Landfill location, quantity of materials that is to be 

landfilled and processing cost is provided in this part. 

3.3 Material Assessment 

This module is originally a part of recycling module in phone recycling project. It 

provides the material-related quantified information. The results are calculated based on 

the material bins generated in recycling process. The final report includes the different 

material number and weight, hazardous material number and weight, recoverable material 

number and weight, and total profit of recycled materials. 

3.4 Environmental Impact Assessment 

This module use Eco-indicator'99 as a tool to measure the environmental impact of 

the product, component or process. In Eco-indicator'99 method, the LCA method has 

been expanded to include a weighting method. The eco-indicator of a material or process 

is a number that indicates the environmental impact of this material or process, based on 

data from LCA. 

Eco-indicators for the EOL product and for materials are calculated in this module 

and output in the result report. Other output from this module includes hazardous material 

information and EPA regulations for hazardous materials. 
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3.5 ProductEvaluation 

Based on the results of product disassembly, product recycling that also including 

material assessment, and environmental impact assessment, a product can be evaluated 

with regard to its disassembly difficulty rate, recycling ability score, material 

compatibility score and product eco-indicator. Product evaluation module provides 

tradeoff-analysis based on multi-objective decision-making. 

After getting the four decision-making factors, the module integrate them into a 

decision making process. The multi-objective decision-making involves ranking multiple 

alternatives according to their relative weights. The least-squares fit (LSF) method is 

used to find the weight for each factor. The weight vector {W} can be obtained from the 

pairwise comparison data in comparison matrix (CM). Four decision-making factors of 

this problem have different units. It can be solved by minimizing the weighted 

Chebychev-Norm distance function. 

A series of calculations based on the CM are performed and the product evaluation 

score is generated to choose the better altemative. Knowledge gained through the 

analysis is synthesized and suggestions for design improvements provided. The 

suggestions include using compatible materials, grouping harmful materials into 

subassemblies, providing easy access for harmful, valuable, and reusable parts, etc. The 

suitable product can then be obtained through satisfaction of all decision-making factors. 

3.6 Product and Material Management (PMM) 

PMM is the core part in the SYSTEM. All the other modules will get data and 

information from it and after processing store reports and outputs to it. The databases it 

includes are: product; component; material properties; disassembly method; disassembly 

tool; recycling method; material eco-indicator; hazardous material; EPA environmental 

constraint regulations for hazardous materials, recycler and OEM (original equipment 

manufacturer) information including quote price, transportation cost, contact information 

and so on. 
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It also allows open access to the information from all stages of a product life cycle 

through Internet. It is the platform to support long distance or local cooperative work. It 

can also integrate legacy systems such as CAD/CAM, product data management (PDM) 

and relational databases. 

PMM works as a hub among all other functional modules; also as an interface 

between the front-end applications and back-end databases. Besides this, it's the only 

gateway that user can access the databases directly. 

All the above modules integrate as the whole SYSTEM. Each of them can work 

independently. Change in one module should not impact other modules. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SYSTEM DESIGN 

4.1 System design introduction 

The general design process has been introduced in Chapter 2. Here are the specific 

design steps for this SYSTEM design. 

1. The first step in system design is figuring out the potential usage scenarios, 

and creating the top-level system architecture according to the system 

requirement analysis. In this step, usually the functional modules are 

considered as black boxes. The designers only define the basic input/output of 

them. 

2. The next step is to build each subsystem model by defining what objects are 

included in each black box, what relationships exist among them. In another 

word, during this step most of the object models are created. Since the 

disassembly and recycling models are almost independent functions, it is a 

good idea to do them first. The material, environmental impact and product 

evaluation models v^ll use the results from those two modules, so they will be 

created after the two. PMM was saved for the last because all other modules 

will have data communications with it. During the design process of other 

modules there should be some common functions included. Extracting these 

common parts out and putting them into PMM will reduce the implementation 

time and runtime system resource. These first two steps are independent to the 

target platform. The designers do not need to consider what operation system 

and programming language will be used at this time. 

3. The fmal system has been defined as a distributed one. This means there will 

be a server and multiple users can run it from different client PCs at the same 

time. This adds user policy management, system security and data 

synchronization demands to the system. The third step in system design is to 
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add the user-interface and the data security functions and operations into the 

model. 

4. In the first three steps, all the object models and dynamic models have been 

generated. The last step in system design is to complete the functional models 

for each operation. After this step, the programmers can directly write codes 

based on the model. 

Some basic system specifications are listed below, which are the guidelines during 

the design process: 

o The system is project-based. All the normal users' operations are 

particularly acting on one project. A project is defined as a complete 

treating process on a specific number of EOL products. User can create a 

new project, or open an existing project. At the same time only one user 

can modify a project. 

o A user can change these parameters in a project: the disassembly method, 

the targets in a product, the recycling method for each component, and the 

recyclers for each component/material. If the user does not change any of 

these parameters, the default values will be used. 

o No user can directly access the database. All the database-accessing 

methods are provided by PMM module. 

o When user chooses a function, the system will check if all the prerequisite 

modules have already been run. If some of them have not been run yet, the 

system will run these functions with the default parameters automatically, 

the user wdlLreceive no message about this situation. 

o There are two kinds of users: the normal users can do the project-oriented 

operations; the power users can do the database administration tasks via 

PMM. 

The following sections focus on the detailed design process, based on the 4 steps 

introduced above. 
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4.2 First step: The top-level system structure 

4.2.1 User case 

The first thing to do is to defme the possible usage of the system. There are two 

kinds of potential user roles for this system. The first one is the normal user, who can 

create a new project, open an existing project, and execute any functional modules in 

application tier. Another kind of user is the power user, who is in charge of the system 

administration and has the right of updating the database. A user case view describes 

these user roles and the available actions for these users (Figure 4.1): 

New Project 

NormalUser 

Open Project 

PowerUseF-

System Admin 

Figure 4.1: The User Case view of the system 

Three possible activities are defined in the user case view. For each activity, there 

are many message/information transportations between tiie user and the system. A 

message trace diagram describes the message flow during an activity. The message trace 

diagram for new project activity is displayed in Figure 4.2. 
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* D Run lubterial Module 
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*• Run Evaluation Module 

~ ~ ~ ~ n j Close Open Files. Log 
I 
I 
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Figure 4.2: Message trace diagram: New project 

In the new project scenario, at the beginning user login information is transferred to 

the system and verified by the User-Interface module. When the user successfully logs in 

he need to provide the new project information so that the system can create the project 

object and generate the related data and files. The system goes into a call-waiting status 

after this. A user can choose any function the system, the call and needed parameters are 
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transferred to the system and the results or reports are returned and displayed on user 

screen. When a user finishes the processing, he can just log out and the system will do the 

closing jobs, which ends the new project scenario. 

The open project scenario is similar to the new project on. The only difference is 

that the project user need to operate on is already existed in the system, so the creating 

project step is replaced by the opening project step, which fetches all the related data and 

files from the project folder and database. At the same time the project status will be 

checked to make sure that the user will not change a finished project. 

4.2.2 Logical svstem architecture 

As introduced before, there are one user-interface, 5 functional modules, a core 

PMM module and a back-end database. A good design is to make each functional module 

an independent sub-system. According to this the basic logical structure of the system is 

created, which is shovm in Figure 4.3. 

Userlnterface 

^UserLoginQ 
•CallModuleO 
^UserLogoutQ 

! Product Evaluati 
"i onSubSystem 

iMaterialSubSysL. 
J tem ^ 

lOisassemblySuj 
• I J bSystem * 

lEnvironmentalS; 
^ ubSystem p 

;RecyclingSubS: 
•J ystem '•-

A J L 
PMM 

^NewProjectQ 
^OpenProjectQ 
^Generate ProductTreeQ 
^GenerateDisassembieTreeO 
•GetDataQ 
•RefreshDataO 
^ChangeDatabaseQ 
•GetReportO 

Data 

Figure 4.3: The top-level system logical structure 
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The system can be divided into three tiers: front-end, application and back-end. The 

main component in front-end tier is user-interface, which collects the user login 

information and application call then transfers them to relative application module. At the 

same time it receives the results or reports from the application modules. This component 

is user-oriented and depends on the specific operating system and implementation 

platform. 

The application tier is composed of 5 functional modules and a core PMM module. 

Each functional part is an independent sub-system and responses to specific system call. 

It can be seen from the figure that these 5 modules do not communicate with each other. 

Each of them uses PMM as a bridge when it has communication needs with others. This 

design consideration reduces the complication in implementation. PMM is the only part 

that can access the back-end database and parse the data to the system defmed objects, 

such as product tree and disassembly tree. The database updating is also done via PMM. 

Database object is the only part in the back-end tier, which includes both the 

physical databases and some data-accessing interfaces and procedures. The 

implementation of these interfaces and procedures are different on different database 

platforms. 

In these three tiers, the application tier is mostly independent of the system-platform. 

This is important to the developers because it ensures that the main part of this system 

can be run under different systems without major change. In another world the developers 

only need to change the user-interface and database-interface before the system can be 

migrated to another operating system or another database system. 

In the message trace diagram (Figure 4.2), the system role is the combination of 

user interface, 5 functional modules and the PMM module. The message received by user 

interface is displayed to the real user. To clarify the message flows between all these 

objects, an object message flow diagram is drawn as below (Figure 4.4). 
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^ 
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Userlnterface 
ID: Project Infermation 
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Figure 4.4: Object message diagram of the system. 

With this diagram, it is clear that for each object/module in the system, what is the 

input and what is the output. This black-box view is the guideline in future detail design 

for each module. 

The system administration activity is different from the above two. The message 

trace diagram for this scenario is displayed in Figure 4.5. 
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•*T^ Send Warning Messages to Current 
'-' Users 

M Open The Database File 

[ j Integration Check/Datalock/Update 
Database 

Update Related Files 

•V i Update Log Records 

Figure 4.5: Message trace diagram: System admin 

When a power user logs in, system will recognize him and return the special user 

interface including all the contents in a normal user interface and a system admin 

function option. If the user chooses to new or open a project, the scenario will go back to 

the previous two activities. When the user selects the admin function, the system needs to 

send warning messages to the concurrent normal users so that they can save their ongoing 

jobs and log out. A system admin task has the highest priority. Only one such task can be 

run at a time. This forces the system and the database to keep synchronous. After the 
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system finishes the preparation the admin menu is displayed to the power user. The user 

can now select which database object or system configuration to change. The SYSTEM 

opens the specific data file or object and returns the updating interface to the user. When 

the user completes the updating task, all the changes are packed and submitted to the 

PMM and the refreshed information is displayed to the user. All these interactions are 

recorded in log file. 

In this system admin scenario the main part in the user-system interactions is the 

PMM. The five functional sub-systems are not involved. Even the power user cannot 

access the database directly. Only developing programmers can read and write the 

database directly. 

With the top-level logical view, the user case view and the message trace diagrams, 

the frame and basic function of the whole system are defined. The next step is to 

complete the detail design of each module. 

4.3 The disassembly module 

4.3.1 Module function 

There are three main ftonctions included in the disassembly module: generating the 

component list, creating disassembly plan, and calculating disassembly factors. All these 

results are included in the final disassembly report. 

4.3.1.1 Generating the component list 

For a specific project, when the disassembly method is decided, the components 

that can be gotten after disassembly are also fixed. The first thing disassembly module 

need to do is to generate the component list that contains all the components 

disassembled and the amount for each component. 

For each disassembly method, the algorithm of generating component list is 

different: 
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• Complete Disassembly (Default) 

The basic policy for complete disassembly is to keep disassembling every 

component until all of them cannot be further disassembled. The representation of this 

policy in product tree is to disassemble until all the leaf-components are gotten. 

• Target Disassembly 

According to the target disassembly policy, a user need to first specify all the target 

components in the product tree. The target components usually is the one that can be 

reused or resold, or the one that contains hazardous materials and further disassembly and 

recycling process can do harm to the external environment. The basic policy for this 

method is that all the target components need to be added to the component list. For all 

other components, complete disassembly is applied. 

• Optimal Disassembly 

When optimal disassembly is chosen as the disassembly method, the objective of 

the disassembly process is to get the maximum value. Each component in the product tree 

has a "value" property and a "disassembly cosf property. These two properties are 

fetched from the component database and can be modified by system administrator. The 

"value" represents the profit of treating this component as a whole. The treatment can be 

resold, reuse or remanufacturing. For the hazardous components, a high value can be 

given to prevent it disassembled further. The zero value of this property means that it 

should be disassembled further. The "disassembly cost" property represents the cost of 

disassembling this component itself The basic policy for getting component list in an 

optimal disassembly process is that if the profit (value-cost) of a component is bigger 

than the total profits of all its children, this component will be added to the list, otherwise 

the further disassembly will be executed on this component. 

4.3.1.2 Creating disassembly plan 

This step is designed to be executed after the generating of the component list. The 

objective for this step is to create a disassembly sequence based on the desired 

component list. This process is done based on a pre-created disassembly tree. In the 
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disassembly tree, each component node has a child-nodes list, which includes the 

components that have to be disassembled before disassembling this parent component. 

The basic policy for creating this disassembly sequence is that for each component 

in the component list, finding the relative node in the disassembly tree, check the child-

node list, add all those child-nodes that have not been disassembled to the sequence, one 

by one. This may not be the best solution, but it is the simplest one, and can be done 

automatically by programming. The result of this step is a complete sequence of 

disassembly process that can be used to guide the disassembly workers. 

4.3.1.3 Calculating the disassembly factors 

Several disassembly factors need to be calculated including disassembly time, 

disassembly cost, and disassembly difficulty rate. The definitions of these three factors 

are listed below. 

• Disassembly time: It is defined as the total time needed to disassemble all the 

components according to the disassembly plan created previously. It is 

calculated by summing up the disassembly-time property of all the 

components in the sequence. 

• Disassembly cost: The disassembly cost is similarly defined as disassembly 

time, which represents the total cost needed to disassemble the components 

according to the sequence. It is calculated by summing up the disassembly-

cost property of the components in the sequence. 

• Disassembly difficulty rate: The disassembly difficulty rate is the whole 

difficulty during the disassembly process. For each component, a difficulty 

rate is previously set in the database. So the total rate is the sum of all these 

component difficulty rates. This value is used in the product evaluation 

module that stands for the efficiency of disassembly process. 
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4.3.1.4 Disassembly Report 

The above three contents are displayed to the user in an integrated disassembly 

report. This is the last thing disassembly module need to do in the operation of a project. 

The output report contains these items: 

• Project information: the project ID, product name, product number, project 

status, disassembly method used 

• Disassemble factors: disassembly cost, disassembly time, disassembly 

difficulty rate 

• Component list: the target component need to be marked specially 

• Disassembly sequence: disassembly tool/operation should be listed 

4.3.2 Object model 

Five objects are included in this disassembly module. For each object, some 

attributes and operations are defined. 

• Disassembly 

It is the core of disassembly module. The functions it needs to accomplish are 

receiving user requests, generating reports, and displaying reports to the user. 

• Disassembly Report 

The disassembly report for each project are stored and fetched by this object. For 

each report object, there are 3 aggregative objects that are disassembly factors, 

disassembly plan and component bin corresponding with the three parts of a report. 

• Disassembly Factor/Disassembly Plan/Component Bin 

These three objects are simply the data objects included in a disassembly report. 

The reason for treating them as objects is to encapsulate and protect the real data, so that 

no user can directly access the data. The component bin object is needed in the recycling 

module, so it is not belongs to disassembly module. It is a part of internal databases in 

PMM module, which can be accessed by every module. 

The attributes and operations included in these objects are listed in the below table 

(Table 4.1). 
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Table 4.1 Object Ust: Disassembly Module 
Object 
Disassembly 

Disassembly Report 

Disassembly Factor 

Disassembly Plan 

Component Bin (from PMM 
module) 

Attribute 

Project ID 

Project ID 
DisassemblyMethod 
DisassemblyTime 
DisassemblyCost 
DisassemblyDifficultyRate 
Project ID 

Project ID 
ComponentAmount 

Operation 
GenerateReport 
GenerateComponentBin 
GenerateDisassemblyPlan 
GenerateDisassemblyFactor 
DisplayReport 
AddComponentBin 
AddDisassemblyPlan 
AddDisassemblyFactor 
GetReportPart 
CleanReport 
SetValue 
GetValue 

AddRecord 
ReadRecord 
SavePlan 
Addltem 
Getltem 
SetValue 
GetValue 

There are several objects from other modules that interact with disassembly module. 

The objects and relationships among them are displayed in the following figure (Figure 

4.6). 

The important relationships exist in this object model include: 

• User-Interface object call disassembly object functions, 

• Disassembly object asks data from PMM object, 

• PMM object generates product tree and disassembly tree objects, 

• PMM object initiate disassembly report and component bin, 

• Disassembly object read data from product tree object, disassembly tree object 

and project object, 

• Disassembly object generates and displays disassembly report, 

• Disassembly report includes disassembly factor, disassembly plan and component 

bin. 
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Figure 4.6: Object model: Disassembly module 

4.3.3 Dynamic model 

The main objects in this module that have state changes are the report and its three 

parts. For each of them, there are three states: idle, open-read, and open-write. When no 

user is accessing the report and its parts, they are in the idle state. When user or system 

calls the display report function, they are opened for reading. No changes are permitted in 

this status. When generating or updating the report, the status is changed to open-write, 

which is an exclusive status that no other user can access it under this status. 

The dynamic model for disassembly report object is displayed in Figure 4.7. 
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Call Display Report 

Display Report Finished 

Call Generate Report 

enerate Report Finished 

Open-Read Report not complete, call generate report Open-Write 

Figure 4.7: Dynamic model: Disassembly::DisassemblyReport 

"Idle" is the default status. When user calls display report function but the report is 

not completed, system will automatically call generate report first and then back to 

display function. 

4.3.4 Functional model 

The functional model describes the detail algorithms and processes of module 

function implementations. In disassembly module, there are two main functions: generate 

report and display report. In the generate report function, 3 sub-functions are generating 

component bin, generating disassembly plan and calculating disassembly factors. Other 

functions in this module include reading/writing property values from/to the objects, 

which are relatively simple and will not be discussed in this part. 

• Generate Report 

The generate report function is in fact a coordinator that calls and integrates the 

functions in disassembly object and other objects to complete all the parts of the report 

and save the report at last. This functional model is displayed in Figure 4.8. 
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Figure 4.8: Functional model: Disassembly::GenerateReport 

The first step in this function is the project status checking. If the project status is 

closed, the instance returns error information to the user and ends the current function-

call. If the project status is open but the disassembly module has been run before the 

current call, the system v^ll regenerate the report. When the generation job starts, system 
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starts creating the three parts one by one. After all parts are completed the report is saved 

to the specific project folder and the project status is updated. 

• Generate Component Bin 

According to the different disassembly method, the generation of component bin 

has three branches of processing. 

o Complete Disassembly (Default) 

In the complete disassembly, the system searches the product tree until all the leap 

items are added to the component bin (Figure 4.9). 
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iXt S 

I / 

Figure 4.9: Functional model: Generate Component Bin - Complete Disassembly 

o Target Disassembly 

In the target disassembly, all the target components are collected in the component 

bin. For other parts in the product tree, the complete disassembly method is applied 

(Figure 4.10). 
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Figure 4.10: Functional model: Generate Component Bin - Target Disassembly 

o Optimal Disassembly 

This is the most complex method in three branches. The sketchy process of 

component bin generation is displayed below (Figure 4.11). 
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Figure 4.11: Functional model: Generate Component Bin - Optimal Disassembly 
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In our system implementation, the optimal decision is made by comparing the profit 

of treat a component as a whole and disassembling it to all next level child-items, for 

each child-item the same comparing and calculating process is done. This is a recursive 

process. The bigger one is chosen for each node. 

• Generate Disassembly Plan 

After the component bin is fulfilled, the next step is to create the disassembly plan 

(Figure 4.12). This process is independent vsdth the disassembly method. The component 

bin and disassembly tree are the only determinative factors. 

The disassembly tree is a two level tree that describes the must-previously-

disassembled items for each component. For each component in the component bin, the 

procedure will search it in the disassembly tree and then add all the must-previously-

disassembled items to the disassembly plan. 

The process will be repeated until no item is left in the component bin. When 

adding an item to the plan, system will first check if it is already in the plan. The one that 

has been added is simply skipped. 

The generated disassembly plan will be used in the next step: generation of 

disassembly factor. 

• Generate Disassembly Factor 

The disassembly factor section in the output report indicates the efficiency of the 

whole disassembly process. The disassembly time, cost and disassembly difficulty rate 

can be used to evaluate the disassembly design and process. Here all three factors are the 

simple arithmetic sum. The basic algorithm for the factor calculation is to sum up the 

factors for each component in the disassembly plan. 
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Figure 4.12: Functional model: Disassembly::Generate Disassembly Plan 

• Display Report 

The first step in display report is to check the status of report. If the report is not 

ready or the report needs to be updated, the system will run generate-report function first 

automatically. After that, the three parts of the report and general project information are 

fetched from report and project object. According to the specific software environment. 
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different functions will be called to write the report contents to the front-end. The 

functional model of display report is showed in the below figure (Figure 4.13). 
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Figure 4.13: Functional model: Disassembly::Display Report 
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4.4 The recycling model 

4.4.1 Module funcfion 

Four main functions are included in the recycling module: selecting recycling 

method, updating component bin and material bin, generating report and displaying 

report. 

1. Selecting recycling method 

There are five recycling methods implemented in the system: reuse, 

remanufacturing, landfill, incineration and recovery. The selection of recycling method is 

applied on every item in the component bin. The default recycling method for all the 

components is recovery. The target for this function is to let user modify recycling 

method for some special components, such as those can be reused or remanufactured and 

those environmental-sensitive ones. The updated recycling methods are sent back to this 

module and saved to the component bin. 

2. Updating component bin and material bin 

• Component Bin 

The modification of component bin includes two steps: updating the recycling 

method for specified components, and the recycler selection for those components that 

are not going to be recovered. The recycler information and the quote price are fetched 

from the recycler database via PMM module. For each component, the recycler that has 

the highest profit is selected. Here the profit is the difference between the quote price and 

the transportation cost. 

• Material Bin 

The components that need to be recovered are the source of material bin. Similar to 

the component bin, there are two tasks in the modification of material bin: generating and 

calculating the material records and choosing the recyclers. The material composition of 

the components can be accessed from the database. Based on the composition info and 

recycling efficiency, the result material of each component is added to the material bin. 

The method of choosing recycler is the same as the one applied on the component bin. 
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3. Generating report 

Four parts of contents are included in the recycling report: components and material 

recycling resuhs, basic material assessment, recycler and profit analysis, and landfill 

information. 

a. Components and material recycling results 

In this part system collects all the records in the component bin and material bin and 

outputs them to the report object. Each record contains the component/material name, 

weight, and recycler selected. 

b. Basic material assessment 

Basic statistic data of material recycling is calculated in this part. The factors 

include total recycled material amount and weight, and total material recovery efficiency. 

The more detailed material property analysis is the main function of material assessment 

module. 

c. Recycler and profit analysis 

The quote price, location, and transportation cost is listed in this part. 

d. Landfill information 

Some specific components and the slag of recycling need to be landfilled. In this 

part the location, cost and material amount of landfill is listed. 

4. Displaying report 

There is a displaying report function in every module of the system. Since for each 

module, the content and structure of the report is different, it is not designed as a public 

function. In recycling module, all the contents created in the generate report fimction is 

displayed to the user. 

4.4.2 Object model 

Four main objects are included in this recycling module. Two of them: component 

bin and material bin are public used parts so that contained in the PMM subsystem of the 

system model. During the run time, these public data objects are stored in the specific 

public directory and accessed via PMM. 
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• Recycling 

The recycling object listens to the user's call and run proper functions including 

updating component bin and material bin, choosing recycler, generating report and 

display report, getting needed data from PMM. 

• Recycling Report 

The report integrates the component and material info, recycler info, basic cost and 

profit factors and other facilities. All these contents are stored in the object and can be 

displayed to the front-end user. The operations this object provided includes the 

generation of each report part, and calculation the factors. 

• Recycling Factor 

This object stores the factors calculated in the generation of report. 

• Component Bin and material bin 

These two data objects are initiated at the project opening. The component bin is 

first filled in the disassembly module. The recycling method and recycler columns are 

completed in the recycling module. The material bin is clean before recycling module 

runs. And the material records are created in this module too. 

The attributes and operations defined for these objects are listed in Table 4.2: 

Table 4.2 Object list: Recycling 

Object 
Recycling 

Recycling Report 

Recycling Factor 

Material Bin (From Data Module) 

Attribute 

Project ID 

Total Cost 
Total Profit 
Total Material Amount 
Total Material Weight 
Material Recycle Rate 
RecycleScore 
Project ID 
WriteUser 

Module 

Operation 
GenerateReport 
DisplayReport 
UpdateComponentBin 
UpdateMaterialBin 
ChooseRecycler 
SelectRecyclingMethod 
GenerateMaterial 
GenerateComponent 
GenerateFactor 
SetValue 
GetValue 

AddRecord 
GetRecord 
SetValue 
GetValue 
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Similar to the disassembly module, many objects from other modules have 

interactions with the recycling module. The objects are relationships for recycling module 

is displayed below (Figure 4.14). 
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Figure 4.14: Object model: Recycling module 

The important relationships in above object model include: 

Recycling get material/recycler/project/product information from public data 

tables, 

PMM initiates the recycling report. 
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• Recycling receives the functional call from user interface, the results are send to 

the user interface also, 

• No direct data exchange occurs between recycling module and database object, 

the public data objects are previous fetched by PMM and validated during the 

whole project life-cycle unless database is updated. 

4.4.3 Dynamic model 

As the coordinator of recycling module, the recycling object does not have state 

changes. It only receives the user's call and executes the relative function. The recycling 

report object has the similar states as disassembly report (Figure 4.7). 

The component bin and material bin objects have several states, which indicate the 

project status and restrict the available operation under specific status. 
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Figure 4.15: Dynamic model: Component Bin 
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In Figure 4.15, four states of the component bin object are defined: 

• Initiate: After the PMM creates the bin and before any data entry 

• BasicDataFilied: After disassembly module finishes the generate component bin 

function 

• DataCompleted: After recycling module finishes the UpdateComponentBin 

function, all data is filled 

• OnUpdating: During the writing operation on component bin by any module 

The dynamic model for material bin is similar to the component bin. The only thing 

different is that the data of material bin is all entered in the recycling module. During the 

disassembly process, no material-related data is generated. 

4.4.4 Functional model 

Among all the fimctions provided by the objects inside recycling module, the 

following ones play the key roles: 

• GenerateReport 

The GenerateReport function first checks the project status to make sure the 

preliminary task, here means the disassembly process, has been done. Then calls PMM to 

initiate the recycling report. Next it updates the component and material bins. At last it 

calls calculation of the factors. The model is displayed in Figure 4.16. 

• DisplayReport 

This function is in charge of get each part of the report and output them to the front-

end user-interface, the latter displays these contents on the user screen. The display report 

functions for all modules are similar and the only difference is the displaying contents. 
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Figure 4.16 Functional model: Recycling::GenerateReport 

• UpdateComponentBin 

In the disassembly module, the components that can be collected after disassembly 

process have been added to the component bin. During recycling process, no new item is 

added. The updates done on it are the recycling method and recycler properties (Figure 

4.17). The default recycling method is set to every item in the bin except the target items 

if there is any, a user can change any of these methods via another function: 

SelectRecyclingMethod. The user has to set the method for each target component. For 
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those components whose recycling methods are not "Recovery," a recycler is selected for 

each of them. The detailed selection process will be introduced in the ChooseRecycler 

function. 
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Figure 4.17: Functional model: Recycling::UpdateComponentBin 

• UpdateMaterialBin 

The UpdateMaterialBin function is a little bit complex (Figure 4.18). The first thing 

to do is reading the component bin. For each component with the recycling method 

"Recovery," the function searches in the component-material relationship database that 

describes the material composition for each component. Each material in the composition 

is added to the material bin. This database is previous defined. If any component cannot 
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be found in the database, the database administrator needs to do something to get the data, 

either via experiments or outsourcing. The next and final step in updating material is the 

recycler selection. 
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Figure 4.18: Functional model: Recycling::UpdateMaterialBin 

• ChooseRecycler 

This function is applied in both component bin and material bin updating process. 

The objective for choosing optimal recycler is to get the best profit, which is defined as 

the quote price minus the transportation cost. The quote price is listed in the recycler 

information database. The transportation cost is calculated by multiple the unit cost and 

the item's weight. 
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The procedure of this function is pretty simple (Figure 4.19). For each item, the 

function will filter out all the recyclers that offer quote price for it and put all these 

recyclers in a list. The one with the highest profit will be chosen. 
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Figure 4.19: Functional model: Recycling::ChooseRecycler 

The only difference between the component and material branches is that when 

processing component bin, the items that has "Recovery" as the recycling method will be 

skipped. 

• SelectRecyclingMethod 

This function co-works with the tree-view component in the front-end to provide 

user the ability of changing default-recycling methods and specify user-desired metiiods. 

The front-end part is based on specific hardware and OS, and vvdll not included in this 0 0 

modeling design. The back-end part collects all the component items in the bin and 
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parses them to a tree object, tiien passes this tree object as the parameter to the front-end 

part. After user updating, the tree object will be returned, and all the changes will be 

written back to component bin. 

• GenerateMaterial/GenerateComponent/GenerateFactor 

These three parts are the last steps in generating report. All the updated records in 

component bin and material bin are written to the report one by one, including the 

recycling methods and recycler. Then some recycling factors are calculated and written to 

the report also. These factors include the total amount and weight of components and 

materials, the total cost and profit of recycling process, and the overall recovery rate. 

These several factors are also useful in material assessment module, and the detail 

meaning of these factors will be introduced there. 

4.5 The material assessment module 

4.5.1 Module function 

The material assessment module gives users the ability to directly get the required 

material information. If the recycling module has been run before the module will just 

use the current material bin data to calculate material related factors and generate the 

report. On the other hand, if the recycling has not been run the module will first call 

recycling module automatically and when finished, continue executing itself. 

The functions included in this module are mainly calculation of material factors, 

report generation and report display. 

• Calculate Material factors 

There are eight factors included in the material report. 

1. Total amount of different material, 

2. Total weight of different material. 

These two are the overall amoimt and weight of different material categories for 

recoverable components, which are gotten from the material bin completed by recycling 

module. The non-recovered components are excluded from this calculation. These 
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factors can be seen as the "feed" of the material bin. The equations for these two factors 

are: 

TotalMaterialAmount - n 

n 

TotalMaterialWeight = ^Weight (Item _i) 

;=1 

Here n stands for the record number of the material bin. 

3. Total amount of recoverable material, 

4. Total weight of recoverable material, 

5. The recoverable material rate. 

These values are gotten by sum up the actual recovered materials in the project 

material bin. The actual recovered weight for each material equals to the product of total 

weight for this material and the recover rate for this material. Here all the recover rates 

for different materials are predefined. For the unrecoverable materials this rate is zero. 

The total weight of these recovered materials dividing the total weight of all materials in 

the material bin gets the overall recoverable material rate. 

The recoverable material rate is different from the recycling rate gotten in the 

recycling module. The latter includes both components and materials while the former 

only cares about the material part. 

The equations for these three factors are: 

TotalRMaterialAmount = m 
n 

TotalRMaterialWeight = ^ Weight(Item _ i) x Rate{Item _ i) 

RRate = TotalRMaterialWeight ^ TotalMaterialWeight 

Here m stands for the amoimt of material items that have a recover rate bigger 

than zero. 

6. Total amount of hazardous material, 

7. Total weight of hazardous material. 

These values provide a kind of measurement for environmental impact generated by 

the recycling process. Each material has a "hazardous" property, which indicates whether 
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it is hazardous, or not. These two values are calculated by counting all the materials that 

are hazardous. The equations are: 

TotalHazardousMaterialAmount = k 

k 

TotalHazardousMaterialWeight - ^Weight(Item_i) 

i=\ 

Here k strands for amoimt of the material item that is hazardous. 

8. Material compatibility score. 

This score is a weighted sum of the seven values mentioned above. The weights can 

be defined according to specific applications, which represents the priority of these 

factors in user's mind. The score value is also used in the product evaluation module. 
7 

MaterialScore = ̂  Weight _ z x Value _ i 

1=1 

• Generate Report 

The report generation includes two steps. Firstly it v^ll calculate the factors, and 

then output all the results into the material report object. 

• Display Report 

The display report function fetches the contents in the report object and display 

them to the front-end user-interface. 

The body of the reports includes two parts: the material factors and the detailed 

recovered material items in the material bin. The latter part is also displayed in the 

recycling report. 

4.5.2 Obiect model 

The material assessment model is a simple one in the SYSTEM. Three objects in 

this module are MaterialSubSystem, MaterialReport, and MaterialFactor. 

• MaterialSubSystem 

This object is the central controller and coordinator of module fimctions. It receives 

the user's calls and run specific functions, using the user defined or default parameters. 
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These calls include generating report and displaying report. User cannot call calculating 

material factors directly. 

• MaterialReport 

This object is used to store and manager the report content. 

• MaterialFactor 

All the material factors are stored in this object. The operations provided by it are 

the basic writing and reading value functions. 

The attributes and operations of these objects are listed in Table 4.3. 

Table 4.3 Object list: Material Assessment Module 

Object 
MaterialSubSystem 

MaterialReport 

MaterialFactor 

Attribute 

ProjectID 

ProjectID 

Operation 
GenerateReport 
DisplayReport 
AddMaterialBin 
AddFactor 
GetMaterialBin 
GetFactor 
SetValue 
GetValue 

The relationships and interactions of object in this module and outer objects are 

displayed in the following figure (Figure 4.20). 

The outer objects that have interacts with this module are PMM, Material Bin, 

Material Information database, and the front-end User-Interface. The relationships 

between this module and outer objects are mostly similar to the previous introduced 

modules. 
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Figure 4.20: Object model: Material assessment module 

4.5.3 Dynamic model 

In the module MaterialReport and MaterialFactor objects have state changes. The 

state chart of material report is similar to the report object in recycling module (Figure 

4.7). MaterialFactor have four statuses: init, on-updating, partly-filled and completed. 

The state chart is showed below (Figure 4.21). 
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Figure 4.21: Dynamic model: Material::MaterialFactor 

When the object is in the on-updating state, all the other access to the object will be 

rejected. 

4.5.4 Functional model 

Two functions are important in this module: GenerateReport and DisplayReport. 

The DisplayReport fimction is similar to the ones included in other modules such as 

disassembly and recycling. What it does is getting data from report object and transfers 

them to user-interface where all contents are displayed to the front-end user. 

The GenerateReport fimction (Figure 4.22) finishes these steps: checking project's 

status just as in other modules, getting material bin and material information database, 

calculating the factors and writing the material bin contents and factors to the report 

object. 
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Figure 4.22: Functional model: Material: MaterialSubSystem::GenerateReport 

4.6 The environmental assessment module 

4.6.1 Module function 

The environmental assessment module calculates the Ecolndicator for each material 

in material bin and sum up them as the total Ecolndicator for the project. At the same 

time the detail list of hazardous material is given out. This part implements the Eco

lndicator' 99 method to measure the environmental impact generated by the recycling 

process. 
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The main functions provided by this module are the calculation of Eco-indicators, 

generating the hazardous material list, and generating/displaying report. 

• Calculate Eco-indicators 

The Eco-indicators for each single material and the overall value for the project are 

calculated in this function. The standard Eco-indicator value for each material can be 

found in the material info database. The results are parts of the report for this functional 

module. 

The equations for Eco-indicator are: 

Ei = Weight _ i x Eco _ Unit _ / 

n 

Ep = J^Ei 
»=i 

Here Ei stands for the Eco-indicator of material i, Weight_i and Eco_Unit_i are the 

total weight processed and the standard unit value of Eco-indicator of material i. 

• Generate the hazardous material list 

The implementation of this function is simple. The fimction just reads the records 

inside the material bin one by one, and whenever it meets a hazardous material, the 

record is added to the list. 

The final list is also a part of the report for this module. 

• Generate report 

This fimction calls the above two function and combines all contents of the report. 

It is similar with the generate report fimction in other modules. The result of this function 

is the finished or updated report, which can be then stored or displayed to the front-end 

user. 

• Display report 

This function does the same thing as in other modules: getting all parts from the 

report object and transferring them to the user-interface. The latter will call system-

specific functions to display the contents on the user's screen. 
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4.6.2 Obiect model 

Two objects are included in this environmental assessment module: 

EnvironmentalSubsystem and EnvironmentalReport. The EnvironmentalReport object is 

the aggregate of two sub-objects that are Eco-indicator and HazardousMaterial. 

• EnvironmentalSubsystem 

The EnvironmentalSubsystem object is the controller and daemon for this 

functional module. It receives the user's call and invokes the specific function. The 

operations it provides are GenerateReport and DisplayReport. It interacts wither front-

end user-interface and PMM. 

• EnvironmentalReport 

The object mainly fulfills the responsibility of storing and accessing the contents of 

report. It provides a frame so that the accessing of specific contents can be capsulated. 

The calculation of Eco-indicators and generation of hazardous material list are 

accomplished by this object. Eco-indicator and HazardousMaterial are two sub-objects of 

the report object, which compose the main body of the report content. 

The attributes and operations of these objects are listed in Table 4.4. 

Table 4.4 Object list: Environmental Assessment Module 

Object 
EnvironmentalSubsystem 

EnvironmentalReport 

Eco-indicator 

HazardousMaterial 

Attribute 

ProjectID 

ProjectID 
MaterialEcoIndicator 
Proj ectEcoIndicator 
ProjectID 
Materialltem 

Operation 
GenerateReport 
DisplayReport 
CalculateEcoIndicator 
AddHazardousMaterial 
GetData 
GetValue 
SetValue 

GetValue 
SetValue 

The object model of this module is displayed in Figure 4.23. 

The important interactions between this module and outer objects are: 

• The EnvironmentalSubsystem gets data objects from PMM, 

• The EnvironmentalSubsystem reads data from Project/MaterialBin/Materialhifo, 
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The EnvironmentalSubsystem receives calls from user-interface, and responds with 

requested result. 

The PMM initiates the EnvironmentalReport. 
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Figure 4.23: Object model: Environmental assessment module 
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4.6.3 Dynamic model 

The module has three objects that contain status transformations. The report object 

has similar state changes as the reports in other modules, which are init, on-reading and 

on-writing. The Eco-indicator and HazardousMaterial objects have similar state changes 

as MateriaFactor object in material assessment module. Because the modification of all 

these three objects is composed of many repeated small steps, die processing usually 

takes a relatively long time. 

4.6.4 Functional model 

The GenerateReport and DisplayReport functions are quite simple in this module. 

In GenerateReport function, system first checks the project status, then calls the two 

functions that completes the two main parts of the report. In DisplayReport fimction, the 

main tasks are fetching every item from the two parts and outputting them to the from-

end user-interface. The process of GenerateReport fimction is displayed in Figure 4.24. 
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I 
> 

,• Caii ^ 
vReport::CalculateEcolndicatory 
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r Call 
VPeport:: AddHazardousMaterial 

T 
End 

Figure 4.24: Functional model: EnvironmentalSubsystem::GenerateReport 
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The fulfillment of two parts in report is implemented by CalculateEcoIndicator and 

AddHazardousmaterial. In the CalculateEcoIndicator function, for every record inside the 

material bin, the related Eco-Indicator is gotten using the equations introduced before. 

Summing up all the Eco-indicators gets the project Eco-Indicator. In the 

AddHazardousMaterial function, the material bin is scanned tiirough and all hazardous 

records are added to the array. The functional models for these two fimctions are 

displayed below (Figures 4.25 and 4.26). 
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Have more 
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ilMo 
Write project "\ 
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Figure 4.25: Functional model: EnvironmentalReport::CalculateEcoIndicator 
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Figure 4.26: Functional model: EnvironmentalReport::AddHazardousMaterial 

4.7 The product evaluation module 

4.7.1 Module function 

• Calculation of the product evaluation score 

This module integrates the score values from the previous introduced four 

functional modules and generates a weighted product evaluation score, which represents 

the product's overall performance during the whole End-Of-Life stage. The four factors 

are: 

o Disassembly Difficulty Rate (From Disassembly Module), 

o Recycling Ability Score (Overall recycling rate. From Recycling Module), 

o Material Compatibility Score (From Material Assessment Module), 

o Project Eco-Indicator (From Environmental Assessment Module). 

As described in the first chapter, this module uses least-squares fit (LSF) method to 

find the weight for each factor. In the implementation, a previous defmed data file is used 

to calculate the weight array. The product evaluation score is gotten using this equation: 

4 

EvaluationScore = ̂  Weight _ i x Score _ i 
i=\ 
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• Generate/Display report 

The report generation and display functions are simple in this module. The contents 

in this report are the product evaluation score and the other 4 factors. Writing them to the 

report and outputs them to user-interface are the all tasks completed by these 2 functions. 

4.7.2 Obiect model 

The two objects involved in the product evaluation module are the 

ProductEvaluation and ProductEvaluationReport. 

• ProductEvaluation 

This object receives the user's call, asks data from PMM, and executes the relative 

functions to fulfill the user's request. The operations of this object are GenerateReport 

and DisplayReport. 

• ProductEvaluationReport 

ProductEvaluationReport object stores the report generated by the 

ProductEvaluation object. It also provides the calculation function of product evaluation 

score. 

The attributes and operations of above two objects are listed in Table 4.5. 

Table 4.5 Object list: Product Evaluation Module 

Object 
ProductEvaluation 

ProductEvaluationReport 

Attribute 

ProjectID 
ProductEvaiuationScore 
FourFactors 

Operation 
GenerateReport 
DisplayReport 
GenerateScore 
SetValue 
GetValue 

The contents in the report are not stored in separate objects. They are stored as the 

attributes of report object instead. 

The relationship and interactions between this module and outer objects are 

displayed in the following figure (Figure 4.27). 
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Figure 4.27: Object model: Product evaluation module 

The important interactions involved in this object model are: 

o ProductEvaluation gets data from PMM, 

o ProductEvaluation reads other 4 report's contents, 

o PMM initiates the ProductEvaluationReport. 

4.7.3 Dynamic model 

Only report object has state changes. And the state-chart diagram is similar to the 

disassembly report that is displayed in Figure 4.7. 

4.7.4 Functional model 

Three core functions inside these module are: GenerateReport, DisplayReport, and 

GenerateScore. 
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• GenerateReport/DisplayReport 

The GenerateReport function first checks the project status to make sure all the pre-

required modules have all been run. The next step is to collect the four factors from other 

reports and pass them to the GenerateScore function to calcuate the evaluation score. 

The DisplayReport function fetches the evaluation score and other four factors and 

transfers them to user-interface to display (Figure 4.28). 
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y Add Project N| 
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/^Cali Generate ScoreQ 
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/^ Output To ^ , 
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Figure 4.28: Functional model: ProductEvaluation::GenerateReport 

• GenerateScore 

There are two steps when calculating the product evaluation score: generate the 

weights and calculate the weighted sum of four factors. The process is displayed in 

Figure 4.29. 
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Figure 4.29: Functional model: ProductEvaluationReport::GenerateScore 

Here the matrix is the comparison matrix (CM), which is previous defined and can 

be modified by system administrator. The least-squares fit (LSF) method is used to find 

the weight for each factor. 

4.8 The Product and Material Management (PMM) module 

4.8.1 Module function 

PMM is the middle layer between application modules and the back-end database 

resources. It provides the application modules the data support and accomplishes the 

fimction of storing, retrieving and management the reports and needed files involved in 

the system. The basic functions of PMM can be divided into 3 categories: project 

management, database management and operation, and reports and other files 

management. 

1. Project management 

All normal user's operations will only influence the project he creates or opens. 

After processing, he can leave the project stay in the on-processing status, which means 
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when another user reopens this project, he will do his work based on current situation, not 

from die very beginning. If the user closes the project when he leaves the system, no 

more changes can be done on this project. It can only be retrieved for reading. 

In this simple scenario three tasks are defined about project management: new 

project, open project and close project. 

a. New project 

When creating a new project, the user needs to provide 2 parameters: the EOL 

product name and the amount of product. PMM first assigns a new ID for this new 

project. The next task is to initiate the project, which includes creating the project folder 

that will store all project-related files and reports, making the product tree and 

disassembly tree available, setting the project status to "INIT" and adding project record 

to project database. 

b. Open project 

When opening an existing project, three possible situations may occur. The first 

situation is that the project is in normal status, which means it is not closed, and no other 

user is operating on it at the same time. Under this situation PMM will checks the project 

status to make sure what functions have been done before. Then it will fetch the handles 

of needed files and reports to the calling module. The user has full control on this project. 

The second situation is that although the project is not closed, it is opened by other user 

or users at the same time. Under this situation the user can only open the project as read 

only. No updates and modifications can be done by the current user. For the last situation, 

the project has been closed. No user can do any modification on this project. The project 

will be only opened for review. 

c. Close project 

When all the EOL tasks have been processed on a project, it is usuEilly closed. To 

complete this task, PMM should save all reports and files and change the status of project. 

All later updates on database will not influence the closed projects. 
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2. Database management and operation 

Here "database" refers to two kinds of data resources: the external (back-end) 

database and the internal database objects that are created by PMM and accessed by 

application modules. 

The first category of database includes the design and manufacturing information of 

all tiie products. Usually these data comes from the manufacturers of the products. Some 

information is acquired from the third party, experiments and other analyzing works; this 

kind of data includes the material composition of each component, the product structure, 

and the environmental impact information. The recycler information is also in this 

category, which is composed of the recycler location information and the quote price for 

each component and material it recycles. 

The formats and structures for this database category should be previously defined 

and known by PMM. What PMM does on these databases is retrievmg needed data and 

generating system required internal databases and files. Another task for PMM is that 

when new data or updates are available, PMM should provide the admin-user ability to 

change and expand the database. 

Currently, the first category of database is local, which means all the databases are 

stored on the same location as the system. All updating jobs are done by system 

administrators. In future development, the access of remote database, especially those 

real-time online databases from manufacturers or EPA agencies should be implemented 

to provide the SYSTEM up-to-date information, thus the updates and modifications can 

be done automatically by the third parties. 

The second category of database is the internal database. The component bin and 

material bin for each project, the project information database are all instances in this 

category. The common property for these databases is that all these objects are generated 

by PMM and they can be accessed by all application modules. In another word, these are 

the public data resources for the whole system. Since there is no direct interaction 

between any two middle layer modules, the design of these public databases is a solution 

for data sharing without broking the module encapsulation. Some other databases in this 
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category, such as the recycler information and material information are just the 

replication of their external copy. 

The main tasks PMM need to do on these databases are creating the data structures, 

filling data for some of them, handling the access request from application modules, and 

keeping all the data consistent. 

3. Report and other files management 

Every functional module generates its own report for each project. Some of these 

reports are required during the execution of other modules. The management of these 

reports is done by PMM module. For each project, PMM creates the specific folder to 

store all related files, including the databases and the reports. PMM initiates reports for 

every module when a new project is created. When receiving the accessing report call 

from the application modules, PMM checks the current report status, and transfer the 

object handle to the calling module. If other procedure is processing on the report, an 

error is triggered. 

Whenever there is a data updates in the external databases, PMM need to set all the 

non-closed projects status to "need-to-updated," which means that maybe the data they 

based on has changed. In future when these projects are opened again, user will be 

noticed that the project status has been reset, so that they can regenerate the reports to 

make them up-to-date. For the closed projects, no changes vdll influence them. In fact no 

procedure can modify the closed projects any more. 

4.8.2 Obiect model 

The objects includes in this PMM module include 2 parts: the first one is the PMM 

itself, which is the hub of the whole system architecture, and the above discussed internal 

data objects. The class diagrams for this PMM module is displayed below (Figure 4.30). 
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Figure 4.30: Object model: PMM module 

PMM has interactions with Userlnterface and all application modules. When user 

logs in, creates a project or opens a project, the related data is sending to PMM. During 

the processing, some data such as project information and material information is directly 

displayed to the user by PMM. The relationships between PMM and application modules 

have been described in the previous introductions of each module. Inside the PMM 

module, PMM gets source data from the external databases and generates the internal 

databases. There is no direct interaction among the databases themselves. 

• PMM 

PMM has only one instance in each system at runtime. All requests are processed 

by this instance. 

No attribute is defined on PMM. The operations of PMM are: 

a NewProject 

• OpenProject 

• GenerateProductTree 

a GenerateDisassemblyTree 
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• GetData 

• GetReport 

• RefreshData 

• ChangeDatabase 

• DataLock 

• Data objects 

As described before, there are 2 categories of databases: external ones and internal 

ones. 

1. External database 

The detail of the external database object will not be discussed here. The data 

structures and relationships among these databases are depending on the specific data 

sources. During the implementation stage, the interface between PMM and these objects 

need to be re-coded for each different database structure. 

Three common operations are defined on the extemal database object that are 

getting data, adding data and updating data. These operations can only be run by PMM. 

No user or application modules can execute them directly. 

2. Internal database and data file objects 

Seven such objects are defined in the system design. There are all generated by 

PMM. Some of them can be modified by application modules, while others are read-only 

during the project processing unless an administrator updates the extemal databases. For 

the latter situation a RefreshData event vdll be triggered so that all related internal data 

files will be regenerated. 

• Product Tree: This tree object represents the product structure. It is generated 

from the extemal manufacturer's database or the laboratory done experiments. 

Q Disassembly Tree: This tree object represents the assembly properties of the 

product. It is generated from the product tree and basic assembly mles. Usually an 

actual disassembly experiment needs to be implemented to get the detailed data 

such as disassembly time, disassembly difficulty rate and so on. All these 

parameters are included in the disassembly tree as attributes of the specific node. 
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• Project: This object stores the current projects' status and property information. 

• Component bin and material bin: These two objects have been discussed a lot 

before. They are also parts of PMM module. But PMM only creates the frame of 

these two objects. The data contents are filled by application modules. 

• Material info: This database object contains the basic properties of each material 

included in the product. The data contents are retrieved from extemal database. 

System administrators can add new materials or update current materials in the 

extemal source database, but they carmot change this internal material info 

database directiy. After generation by PMM, this database is read-only until PMM 

refreshes data. 

• Recycler info: Recyclers' location, contact, and quota price information is stored 

in this database. The decision of choosing recycler for each component and 

material is made by comparing different recyclers based on this information. 

The attributes and operations of these database objects are listed in Table 4.6. 

4.8.3 Dynamic model 

The state diagrams of component bin and material bin have been discussed in the 

recycling module section. Besides these two, some other objects in the PMM module also 

have state changes. They are the project and almost all databases. 

a Project 

It has four states: init, idle, open and closed. Init is the state when the project has 

been created and not yet opened by any user for processing. This state is a very short time 

range because usually the purpose of creating a new project is to do something on it. But 

this status is useful when a user creates a butch of new projects, and also useful when the 

creating and processing will be done by different user. Idle represents the state that some 

operations have been done before but no user is opening the project at the time. Open is 

the state when a user is currently opening the project and doing process on it. And finally, 

when all procedures are done, the project is closed. 
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Table 4.6 Object list: PMM 
Object 
ProductTree 

DisassemblyTree 

ComponentBin 

MaterialBin 

Project 

Materiallnfo 

Recyclerlnfo 

Attribute 
ProductName 
ProductID 

ProductName 
ProductID 

ProjectID 
ComponentAmount 
WriteUser 

ProjectID 
WriteUser 

ProjectID 
ProjectStatus 
ProductID 
ProductName 
ProductAmount 

Operation 
GetRootltem 
GetParentltem 
GetFirstChildltem 
GetNextBrotherltem 
GetltemValue 
Setltemvalue 
Addltem 
GetRootltem 
GetPreReqItems 
GetFirstChildltem 
GetNextBrotherltem 
GetltemValue 
Setltemvalue 
Addltem 
Addltem 
Getltem 
GetValue 
SetValue 
Addltem 
Getltem 
GetValue 
SetValue 
SetValue 
GetValue 

GetValue 
SetValue 
AddRecord 
GetValue 
SetValue 
AddRecord 
GetHighestRecord 

When a project is in open or idle state, there is an attribute indicates its sub-state: 

what module/modules has finished, and what has not. For example, the disassembly 

process has been done, but recycling and all others have not done yet. 

The state diagram of project object is showed below (Figure 4.31). 
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Figure 4.31: Dynamic model: Project 

• Database 

The states for extemal database objects and intemal ones are different. The extemal 

databases have 3 states, which are idle (up-to-date), on updating, and changed (or 

updated). The changed state means that outer data source has changed but intemal 

databases have not been refreshed, When the refresh process is done, the state will 

change back to idle. The diagram is displayed below (Figure 4.32). 

For the intemal ones, only the component bin and material bin can be modified by 

user. So for all others, there are only two states: idle and on-updating (by PMM). 
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Figure 4.32: Dynamic model: Extemal Databases 

4.8.4 Functional model 

Many important fimctions are implemented in this module. They can be divided 

into the 3 module function groups: project management, data generation and data 

management. 

1. Project management 

Three main fimctions are in this category: new project, open project and close 

project. 

a. New project 

To cerate a new project, PMM need to know the product ID and product amount. 

This data collection will be done at the front user-end. Users caimot create a new project 

composed of unregistered products before the system administrator enters the product 

information separately. When all data is ready PMM will do these tasks step by step: 

assigning the next available project ID, creating the specific data and reports containing 

folder, preparing the product tree and disassembly tree, initiating the project status, and 

finally logging all these related information to system log file. 
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b. Open Project 

When opening an existing project, the most important task is to check the current 

status of the project. If it has been closed before, a user can only open it for read-only. On 

the front-end user-interface, all generation of reports will be disabled. If tiie project is not 

closed and is currentiy opened for modification by another user, the project will be 

opened as read-only. At any time there is only one user can modify a non-closed project. 

For the third situation, no one is currently opening it; PMM goes to next step directly. For 

all three situations, PMM will further check the project intemal progress tiiat indicates 

what module/modules have been processed before. At the end PMM will fetch tiie saved 

report files and parse them to report objects that system can recognize and process 

(Figure 4.33). 
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No 
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/"Parse Available Reports^^ 

* # 
End 

Figure 4.33: Functional Model: PMM::OpenProject 

c. Close Project 

When a project is closed by user, the only thing PMM need to do is changing the 

status of the project and writing tiie close time and user to the log file. 
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2. Data generation 

In the seven intemal data objects that need to be created or initiated by PMM, tiie 

material info and recycler info are relatively simple. They are just tiie partly copies of 

their extemal originals. The project, component bin and material bin have simple 

stmctures and will be modified during the project processing stages. The generation of 

product tree and disassembly tree is the complicated part in this category. 

a. Generate product tree 

The product tree describes the component architecture and assembly relationship of 

a product. This tree is constmcted by getting data from three outer databases: basic 

product information, component information and Bill-Of-Material (BOM). The basic 

product information database provides the attributes of the tree's root node, which is the 

product itself The BOM database contains all the composition information for each 

component. Finally the component information database contains the general attributes 

and the assembly relationships of each component. Both component-based databases 

contain product itself as a component. 

The constmction process has three steps: creating the root node (product), adding 

all the components recursively according to BOM database and completing all the node 

attributes according to the component information database (Figure 4.34). The root node 

has two kinds of attributes: product-related ones that can be found in the product basic 

information database and component-related ones. In the first step only the product 

related ones are added. In the second step, all the composition components of root node 

are first found out from the BOM and added to the tree. These nodes form the second 

layer of the tree where the only first layer node is the root. Then for each node in the 

second layer, the recursive process is executed one by one until all the lowest layer nodes 

caimot be split anymore. In the third step, all the component attributes of the nodes are 

added through a preorder traversal. 
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Figure 4.34: Functional model: PMM::GenerateProductTree 

b. Generate disassembly tree 

The disassembly tree describes the disassembly sequence for each component. It is 

a three-layer tree. The top layer is the product itself The middle layer is a complete list of 

all components contained in the product. In another word it is the all nodes in the product 

tree. The children list of each middle layer node is the prerequisite disassembly 

components. This prerequisite list contains two parts of components: those are bundled 

together with the current component, and its ancestors in the product tree. The bundled 
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components can be found in the assembly relationship attributes of each component in 

the product tree. 

According to the stmcture characterization, the constmction process of disassembly 

tree has these steps: adding tiie root node, adding all components to tiie middle layer, and 

finally completing tiie prerequisite list for each middle layer node (Figure 4.35). The 

order of the middle layer nodes is not important because the prerequisite list of each node 

IS a complete sequence from the root node to itself Altiiough in this way there is data 

redundancy in the fmal tree, it simplifies the original complex assembly structure. 
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Figure 4.35: Functional model: PMM::GenerateDisassemblyTree 
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3. Data management 

Each database object has its own data-input and modification functions. All these 

functions are similar and simple. The only thing here is that for each different database 

management system (DBMS) implementation, tiie specific interfaces may vary slightly. 

The detail functional models of these operations are skipped. What discussed here are 

two important functions that maintain the database integrity: data update and data lock. 

a. Data update 

The data updates usually contain two different modifications: manual updating and 

automatic refreshment. The manual updating is occurred when the system administrator 

adds/removes/changes the data records in extemal database. The specific modification 

fimctions are called at tiiis time. It's similar to the ones introduced in the previous 

paragraph. When the modification finishes PMM need to refresh all generated intemal 

databases, the database refresh function is called under tiiis situation (Figure 4.36). The 

refreshment affects all the un-closed project data files and all public information 

databases: the product and disassembly trees are re-constmcted, the project status are 

changed back to "init", and the material info, recycler info databases are all regenerated. 
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Figure 4.36: Functional model: PMM::RefreshData 
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b. Data lock 

The data lock function (Figure 4.37) prevents multiple users from modifying the 

database concurrently, which generates errors on data integrity. Also it prevents anotiier 

user from reading data during the modification. Whenever a data-writing job is executing, 

this data lock function is run as a prerequisite. 
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V Unlocked, set WriteUser to Null y 

<e^ /^ Waiting Other Progress Closing. Send Warning Message, 
pther Progress ( Close the progress after a time inten^ai, write Log 
s Running? Yes x 

No 

Z' Set Database Status to Locked, '̂ ^ 
V set WriteUser to current user y 

*m End 

Figure 4.37: Functional model: PMM::DataLock 

4.9 User-Interface and other design issues 

In the previous sections of this chapter the system design of 5 functional modules 

and the PMM and database module is introduced in detail. In this part the front-end User-

Interface and some other design issues will be covered briefly because these parts have 

strong relationship with the operation system they implemented on. The abstract 

functional models are simple but without many OS or hardware related specifications the 

models cannot act the same role as those previous introduced modules. 

4.9.1 User-interface 

The user-interface is the bridge connecting the client end and the server end. It 

receives all system-required parameters and any other user inputs, encapsulates this 
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information to system-recognized objects and transfers tiiem to related server end 

modules. On tiie otiier hand, all reports and results from tiie server modules are displayed 

to tiie client-screen by tiie user-interface provided fimctions. 

Another important fimction carried by user-interface is the user verification and 

session control. Whenever a user wants to log in or log out, tiie user identification 

information is transferred by user-interface. When a user session has been idle for a 

system-defined time interval, it will be closed by this user-interface. 

The fimctional model of user login is displayed in tiie following figure (Figure 4.38). 

0"Start 1 

Check Y " 
Username/Password y 

Correct login? 
Tilo" <Display Error ' \ 

Info ) 

.User Already 
Y-^ogin? 

Yes 

i 
/ Write To Log 
V FlG 

-i^ ower User 

INO 

/'Display Project Menu To \ 

-•^/Display Admin ^ 
Menu To User y 

V 
User .) 

y 

End 

Figure 4.38: Functional model: User-interface::UserLogin 

As mentioned before, there are two kinds of users for this SYSTEM: normal user 

that operates the project related functions, and admin user that manages the system 

configuration and databases. The menu pages for these two kinds of users are different. 

The user role is judged by user-interface in login function. 
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Every time user clicks a button or menu item, user-interface will check if all the 

needed parameters are filled, then package these parameters and send tiiem to tiie specific 

module. The fimctional model of CallModule is displayed below (Figure 4.39). 

0 Start 

imeout? YPS 
< 

Relogin 

f Verify N̂  
V Parameters / " 

O^i I parameters 
I OK? 

Ives 
No 

• ^ Display Error. ^ 
VReinput parameters ^ 

/Parse Parameters 
y t o related Objects T 

/ Call related 
'v Module 

>4 End 

Figure 4.39: Functional model: User-interface::CallModule 

4.9.2 Other design issues 

One function omitted in user-interface is the tree-view, which displays a tree to user 

and usually a user can modifies the node attributes in the tree. The modification should be 

written back to the tree object when user exits the tree-view. This function is used in the 

disassembly target and recycling method selection in the system. In both conditions, the 

product tree is displayed. The idea of this function is plain but in the system design stage 

the functional model of it cannot be constmcted because this is a quite OS-related 

function. What system and client tools are installed in the user's computer is critical for 

this function. Some other fimctions in this system have similar situation, such as the 
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database connection and report display. A common property of these functions is that 

usually they have weak links with the middle functional module tier in tiie top lever 

system architecture. 

The system design is done using the Rational Rose evaluation version. The model 

generated during the design stage can be fiirther used to auto-complete some coding tasks 

such as creating the class frames. The follov^ng section will focus on some 

implementation technology applied in tiie system development. 

4.9.3 Implementation 

The system implementation architecture is displayed in Figure 4.40. 
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Figure 4.40: System architecture (implementation) 

Two key technology applied in this system are XML and web-application. The 

XML is used as the intemal representation of all databases, files and reports. It hides tiie 
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extemal database details. No matter what database formats they are, as long as tiiey obey 

the standard ODBC interface, they can be converted to XML witiiout modifying any 

codes. The web-application hides all client-end software details and makes the system a 

cross-platform one. These two key features really encapsulate the system from botii user-

end and database-end. The excellent compatibility and integrity between XML and web-

architecture dramatically reduces tiie workload of coding. 

The programming language for this system is Java, which is purely object-oriented 

and has great cross-platform property. The new Java Servlet technology is used to write 

all server-end modules. Java applets and pure HTML pages compose the client-end. 

JDBC-ODBC Bridge works as the interface between XML and extemal database. From 

May 2001 this web-based application has been run on a Windows 2000 server in AML. 

The next two figures (Figures 4.41 and 4.42) are run-time screen snapshot of disassembly 

main page and disassembly report display: 
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Figure 4.41: Implementation: Disassembly main page 
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Figure 4.42: Implementation: Disassembly report display 
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CHAPTER 5 

MODEL EVALUATION 

The SYSTEM model evaluation is given out in this chapter. Firstly three applied 

criteria are addressed; tiien tiie SYSTEM model is evaluated using these criteria; simple 

comparing with other models is also included. 

5.1 The major criteria 

As described in Chapter 1, the main challenge of tiiis SYSTEM design is how to 

make it really applicable in real industry environment. Several problems were addressed 

there. From these problems and detailed system design process, three factors are 

extracted as the main criteria: flexibility, extensibility, and reusability. 

1. Model flexibility 

The flexibility of a model is the capability to change it to adapt new, different or 

modified system requirements. The model flexibility is in contrast to "rigidity" that 

means a model can only fulfill the pre-defined requirement; any new or changed 

requirement may affect too many parts in such a system. The cause of rigidity is usually 

the fact that the different components inside the system are heavily interdependent. Have 

high flexibility is important for a large-scale system or a system having a long life cycle 

because "all systems change during their life cycles." 

2. Model extensibility 

The extensibility is the capability to extend the system scope by adding new 

modules or functions without having to modify other existing modules or functions. The 

extensibility is in contrast to "fragility" that means a new added part wdll have 

unexpected influence on other parts or components, sometimes these affected parts or 

components will not work correctly. For tiie SYSTEM, it is expected tiiat many 

improvements and new functional modules will be added in future. Thus the extensibility 

is particularly important. 
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3. Model reusability 

The reusability means that a part or component of a system or application can be 

reused in another application witiiout big modification. Reusability is in contrast to 

immobility" that means a part or component is impossible or hard to be reused in 

another application because it cannot be separated from the current system. Although 

most systems have certain level of reusability, for most traditional systems tiie reusability 

can only be implemented on the procedures or functions in code form. Developers still 

need to repeat a lot of previous done works to implement a new system. The reusability 

on component or object level is critical for reducing the developing cost and improving 

the developing efficiency. 

5.2 Evaluation of the SYSTEM model 

From Chapters 3 and 4, it is clear tiiat tiie SYSTEM model is constmcted using 

object-oriented modeling technology. The design process and whole generated model 

fully conform the object-oriented paradigm. As a result tiie whole model is a fully object-

oriented model. According to numerous literature of object-oriented methodology, such a 

model should have the inherent characteristics of superior fiexibility, extensibility and 

reusability, which are the main criterion for the model evaluation. 

1. Flexibility 

The whole system is composed of 5 functional modules, a PMM module, a back-

end database and a front-end user-interface. All these modules are independent in 

fimction. Except the core PMM module, any two modules have no direct communications. 

Each module is a black box for other modules. Any change inside a module will not 

affect other module at all. The database and other related data files are separated from 

functional modules and serve as public components. When the functional module need to 

access specific database, the requested data will be parsed to pre-defined objects by PMM. 

In another word, the functional modules are not interest in the database stmcture, they 

only concems the specific data objects they need to process. If there is any big 

modification in the database stmcture, the only thing need to change is tiie parse process 
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inside PMM object. In tiie tiiree previous projects mentioned in chapter 1, the functional 

parts have direct access to all tiie databases, so anything changed in tiie database stmcture 

will affect the whole system. Also in tiie 3 projects, no clear object and object-

relationship models are defined. When a change on function is requested, two tilings 

make them rigidity: (1) the developer needs a long time to locate where to change in the 

system; and (2) the developer cannot easily estimate the total influence the change will 

trigger on tiie whole system. These two shortcoming do not exist in the SYSTEM: (1) tiie 

separated modules and objects make the locating task very easy; (2) any change inside a 

model that does not affect this module's interface will have no influence on other 

modules and components. 

2. Extensibility 

The black box architecture and standard interface definition of each module also 

make the SYSTEM extensible. When a new function or component is available, only two 

tasks need to be done before it can seamlessly integrated with current system: (1) locating 

its position in current model; and (2) defining its interface that can be seen by other 

modules. If the new part belongs to the middle layer modules, it should only have direct 

communication v^th the core PMM. If it is belongs to PMM, there is possibility that the 

interfaces or details of functional modules need to be modified. As to the three previous 

projects, there is no interface conceptions introduced inside them, so any new part cannot 

be added as a black box; the developer have to consider all the interactions this new part 

will have with the existing parts. Any neglect may cause unexpected errors. Comparing 

with these projects, the SYSTEM model has already made a great improvement in model 

extensibility. 

3. Reusability 

Three previous projects are all modeled as a whole functional part. For example, the 

data stmcture and control flows are combined together. This means that if a part needs to 

be reused in another application, either the data stmcture should be reused too or the data-

related parts should be split. Both solutions are not reasonable. The cause is that in those 

projects, too many things are encapsulated together altiiough some of them have no 
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strong relationships and should not be bundled in a single unit. In tiie SYSTEM model, 

each object or module only encapsulated the attributes and fimctions tiiat are fiilly used 

and controlled by tiiem. The public used parts are extracted and put into PMM module, 

still as independent objects. The clear interface design make tiiese objects can be reused 

directiy in otiier applications. The model realizes tiie object-level reusability. 

As a summary, the SYSTEM model can be seen as: (1) a set of relatively 

independent fimctional modules that can be easily modified, (2) a open framework tiiat 

contains all modules and can be easily extended by adding new functions or components, 

and (3) a group of reusable components witii clear interface definitions. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION 

6.1 Contribution 

Ihe EOL electronic product processing has become an important issue for 

manufacturing and recycling organizations in order to maintain a world-class status. An 

efficiency and green processing does good to both tiie extemal environment and tiie 

future manufacturing business by recovering tiie various components and materials. For 

almost every EOL product, there are plenty of disassembly plans and even more 

recycling strategies. Thus the combination of these two most important steps always 

generates a huge number of possible solutions. These various solutions have different 

costs, profits, recovery efficiency and environmental impacts. This makes tiie 

determination of disassembly plan and recycling metiiod a critical task in the EOL 

processing. 

The SYSTEM gives out a way to design tiie complete EOL process plan and 

evaluate it from 4 aspects: disassembly, recycling, environmental impact and material 

assessment. In this thesis the detailed system design is described and all the important 

models and diagrams are covered. The advanced 0 0 technology makes the constmcted 

system model a real open one. Any part in the SYSTEM can be modified without any big 

influence on other parts. Other modules and future researches can be easily integrated to 

the current system. 

1. Theoretical contribution 

This system design work is focusing on a relatively new field of EOL processing 

design and evaluation through the advanced object-oriented model technology. The 

primary theoretical contributions of this research has got several aspects: 

a. Object-oriented thinking: the 0 0 methods and practices have dominated 

most of current application development. Using 0 0 modeling in the 

system design makes the developers consider the whole EOL processing 

from an object view. What objects are included? What relationships exist 
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among these objects? What attributes each object has? What operations 

can be done by or on each object? The answers to these questions figure 

out the frame of the SYSTEM model. Further ideas coming up during tiie 

design or implementation stage can be easily added to the model as new-

objects or attributes/operations of existing objects. 

b. System model constmction: this is the most unique and important work in 

the whole system development process. It contains all the user 

requirements, system architecture, data and control flow, functional 

separation and distribution, and the different layers and interfaces 

specification. The complete system model is the guideline of the 

implementation stage and possible future modification. 

c. Function integration: each of the three previous projects only focuses on 

one or two aspects of EOL processing. There are integrated to this system 

seamlessly. With the assessment and evaluation functions, it covers all the 

EOL stages. All parts can be run automatically using the default values 

and methods. Users can do operation on specific functional unit without 

considering other parts. 

d. Core data stmcture: each of the three previous projects has its own data 

stmcture and information communication methods. This fact prevents the 

three projects from communicating and sharing information with each 

other. In this integrated system all modules using the same communication 

mechanism. The database parts are separated from all the functional 

modules and serve as public components. They are maintained by the 

PMM module. The core data isolation and encapsulation is a good practice 

of object-oriented thinking. Neither the front-end application's 

modification nor the server-end modules' will affect the data stmcture. 

2. Deliverable Contribution 

A complete system model of this web-based application is constmcted using 

Rational Rose software at Advanced Manufacturing Lab of Industrial Engineering 
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department, Texas Tech University. Further implementation is done using Java 

Servlet/Applet, XML, ODBC-JDBC, and Access database. Currently tiie system is still 

working as a demo on a Windows 2000 server that can be reached tiirough Intemet. 

6.2 Future research perspectives 

The EOL processing is very complex and has relationships with many research 

fields: product design, product and component's material composition, environmental 

impact assessment, just to name a few. During the design time some technical details are 

skipped or implemented using assumptions. Here are some perspective of future 

researches and improvements. 

1. Real-time remote database 

In the system model the extemal databases are all static local database, which 

means that all databases are stored on the same server v^th the web-based SYSTEM, and 

all the modifications done on these databases are noticeable to the PMM module. But in 

real industry environmental these two characters are both impossible to maintain. 

Keeping the database local is not a good idea for data updating, especially for the 

constantly changing databases, such as the environmental impact assessment database 

and the recyclers' quote database. To use these databases online and make connections to 

their original location will ensure that any changes done on these databases will be 

included in the result of the SYSTEM. It needs a lot of synchronization and version 

checking functions to be plugged into the current system. 

2. Optimization 

There are several parts in this system containing optimization functions, such as the 

optimal disassembly method and the optimal recycling method and recycler selection for 

each component/material. Currently these operations are done based on simple cost-

minimization and profit-maximization principle. Although the environmental impact is 

also a factor of the product evaluation module, it is not fully included in the calculation 

when doing the above optimal decision-makings. How to add more dimensions, such as 

time, environmental impact and implementing difficulty into these operations is anotiier 

ongoing research and will be plugged into the system in future revision. 
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3. Evaluation weight definition 

Another possible improvement is to develop a better model for product evaluation 

score calculation. According to different properties of the OEMs or tiie recycling firms, 

the priority of each evaluation factor may vary. For example, in some companies, the 

recovery rate of the materials is more important than the profit gotten from the recycling 

process. These changes should be reflected in the weight definition of four factors. A 

good solution should be a conversion function that generates weights from some simple 

inputs of user requirements. 

6.3 Concluding remark 

The design and development of this web-based electronic product evaluation and 

recovery management system is the summing-up and innovation of three previous done 

projects. The application of new technologies such as object-oriented modeling, Java 

Servlet and XML make this system a flexible, expandable and robust one that can be 

widely used in various industrial and researching environments. 
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